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A SYSTEM FOR THE CALCULATION OF DOSE PRODUCED BY EXTERNAL

PHOTON BEAMS

Student: Jed Schroeder
Supervisors: Alistair 8aillie and Kunio Takaya

External photon beam therapy is a well established technique

in the treatment of cancer. For the safe and effective use of this

technique it is essential that the distribution of dose which would

be produced by a given photon beam, or combination of photon beams,
.. , ...

be known prior to irradiation.

This thesis outlines a computer tomography (CT) number based

system for calculating such dose distributions using the equivalent

tissue-air ratio method. The system is composed of a number of

programs which extract patient anatomical data from GE 8800 C'l'

scanner archival tapes, calculate the dose distribution which would

result from a given external beam, and display the calculated· dose

distribution using coloured digital images.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO THESIS

1.1 Introduction

External photon beam radiation therapy is a well established

technique in the treatment of cancer. This technique is

particularly attractive for localized tumours which can be

accurately located using non-invasive methods. The use of external

beam therapy can often compliment or replace surgical intervention

or chemotherapy with their risks of complications. Unfortunately

the use of photon beam therapy may also involve short term

complications or longer term residual side effects. Except in very

special cases the photon beam directed at a tumour must also' pass

through overlying and underlying layers of healthy tissues. The

objective· of radiation treatment planning is - to determine a

combination of radiation beam qualities and orientations which

minimize the damage to healthy tissues while guaranteeing that the
-

radiation dose received by the tumour is sufficient to assure that

the cancerous cells are killed or rendered incapable of

reproduction.

There are a number of steps involved in determining the dose
.

delivered to a patient, all of which are subject to uncertainties.

These steps are

1. the calibration of a dosimeter.

2. use of this dosimeter to determine the distribution of

dose in a water phantom. (A phantom is a three

dimensional object, often a cylinder or a cube, which

can be used to model the interaction between tissue and
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radiation and into which the dosimeter can be inserted

to measure the dose rate at any point. A water phantom

is a phantom which consists entirely of water.).

3. use of this dose distribution in water to determine the

dose distribution in a "water-equivalent patient" (the

dose distribution in a homogeneous water phantom with

external contour identical to the patient).

4. correction of

distribution

this water-equivalent patient dose

to account for deviations resulting from

heterogeneities in the actual patient.

5. application of th.e treatment radiation beam.

The purpose of this thesis is to present a computer

implementation of the third and fourth steps above. That is, to

determine the distribution of deposited dose in a heteroge�eous

patient assuming that the dQse distribution in a water phantom is

known precisely. X-ray computerized tomography (CT) data is used to

determine the variation of electron densities within the patient.

The heterogeneity correction method used is the eq,uiva1ent
tissue-air ratio method as developed by Sontag and Cunningham. [24].

The details of the method will be presented later. First some of

the reasons for selecting a computationally complex, CT data based

correction method will be outlined.

1.2 Some Basic Concepts and Terminology

Before proceeding to the more technical topics of this

chapter it will be useful to introduce some basic concepts and
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their associated terminology and to present an example of what is

involved in external beam therapy treatment planning_

1.2.1 External beam therapy treatment planning: an example

As mentioned above, the purpose of therapy treatment planning

is to determine an arrangement of radiation beams which will kill

the cancerous cells while doing little or no permanent functional

damage to the patient
....
s healthy tissues. perhaps the simplest way

to introduce the procedure is by means of an example.

Figure 1-1: 'l'he dose distribution resulting from the application
of a Single cobalt-60 radiation beam from directly
above the patient. The percentage dose level ranges

represented by each colour are indicated by the numbers
at the top of the picture. The target volume is

indicated by the black outline.

Assume that in Figure 1-1 a tumour, the target VOlume, is

located in the centre of the patients abdomen. Figure 1-1 shows the
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approximate dose distribution in the patient�s tissues which would

result from directing a single cobalt .... 60 radiation beam at the

tumour from above the patient. Note how all tissues overlying the

target volume receive a greater level of deposited dose than does

the target volume. Compare this to the dose distribution shown in

Figure 1-2. Here three coba1t-60 radiation beams have been directed

at the patient $0 as to overlap in the target volume. In this case

the dose in the target volume, which is the sum of the doses

deposited by the individual radiation beams, exceeds the dose in

any other tissue volume.

Pigue. 1-2. The dose distribution resulting from the application
of three coba1t-60 radiation beams equally spaced

around the patient. The percentage dose level ranges
represented by each colour are indicated by the numbers

at the top of the picture. The target volume is
indicated by the black outline.
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The damage to healthy tissue which results from radiation

exposure is influenced by two quantitiesJ the maximum dose received

in any volume of healthy tissue and the total energy absorbed by

all healthy tissues. The latter quantity is often referred to as .

the integral dose. In many ways the damage to tissue by radiation

exhibits a threshold effect. If the ·dose to any unit volume of

tissue is kept below, a threshold value, which depends upon the type

of radiation and the type of tissue, there is very little or no

chance that the tissue will show any signs of functional damage.

Therefore it is often better to increase somewhat the integral dose

if in return the maximum dose level to any volume of tissue Can be

reduced. This is the idea behind the use of multiple beams. Though

in general, for a given dose level to the target volume, multiple

beams will· deposit a slightly greater integral dose than a si.ngle

beam directed through the point at which the overlying tissue is

thinnest, this deposited dose is widely distributed. In practise

the highly different sensitivities of different tissues complicates

matters, but the basic principle remains the same.

1.2.2 The nature of photon bealDS

Photon beams for external beam therapy are generally. produced

in one of two ways. The stmplest type of source uses a mass of

radioactive material which decays to produce gamma ray photons of

the desired energy level. The most common example of this type of

source is cobalt-60. The other eommon photon souree·is high energy

X-rays, generated as bremmsstrahlung radiation by an electron beam

produced with a linear accelerator or betatron.

The main difference between the two types of sources is that
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while the radioactive source emits photons with only certain

discrete energy levels, the X-ray source produces a continuous

spectrum of photon energies. This difference is significant since

in attempting to model the behavior of the beams to determine dose

distribution in the patient, certain energy dependent par�meters

must be considered. For the radioactive source a model may be

created for each of the, generally few, significant energy levels.

For the X-ray source the continuous spectrum makes it necessary to

approximate the properties of the whole beam by using numerous

monoenergetic models, each approximating the beam in a narrow

energy bin. Two photon beams which are composed of the same

spectrum of photon energies are said to be of the same "quality".

It is normally assumed that between the source and the surface

of the patient no interactions occur between the radiatil:)n beam and

the air molecules. For· the energies commonly encouncered in

therapy (0.25-4 MeV) the primary mechanism· of Ln te rac t Ion is

Compton scattering. Since Compton scattering does' not result in

absorption of the photon, only a change in its lenergy and

direction, the photon beam at any point in the patient is composed

of two classes of photons. The first class is primary phqtons which

have not interacted with any of the molecules of the patient. The

second class is scattered photons which have interacted with the

molecules of the patient. In general, for the phocon energies

encountered in radiation therapy, there is more dose deposited by

primary photons than scattered photons at most points in the

patient.
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1.2.3 Electroll equilibria

When a pboton interacts with an electron in a IlOlecule by

Compton soattering; the photon does not directly cause any

biological damage. The damage results from ionizations produced by

the ejected electron. Since this electron has a path of finite

length and ionizations occur along the entire path, the dose to the

tissue resulting from a single Compton interaction is not all

deposited at the site of the interaction. This raises the concept

of electron equilibrium. A volume element is said to be in electron

equilibrium if the energy carried out of the volume by ejected

electrons from interactions within the volume �s equal to the

energy carried into the volume by electrons from interactions which

occured outside the volume. In general this condition does not hold

near interfaces between materials with different scattering

properties. Later the term -dose to a small volume element- will be

used. A small volume element is defined to be the smallest volume

of the given material which produces a state of electron

equilibrium at the measurement point.

1.2.4 Tissue-air ratio T(d,r ,
d

The tissue-air ratio {II) is the ratio of two doses:

T(d,r ,Q) • 0
.d d

/ 0
#

d
(1.1)

where D
d

the phantom,

is the dose to a small volume of tissue at a point, P, in

while D
#

d
located at the same position relative to the source in free

is the dose to the same volume of tissue

space.

The tissue-air ratio depends on the depth, d, below the surface of
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the phantom, the radius.. r , of the beam measured at the depth d
d

and on the quality of the radiation represented by O. When the

quality of radiation does not vary, the dependence on 0 does not

need to be explicitly stated and the tissue-air ratio is given by

Ted,r i .

d
portunately the tissue-air ratio is also, fot practica�

purposes, independent of source skin distance. This eliminates the

need to determine different tissue-air ratios for different values

of the source skin distance.

Unless it is otherwise explicitly stated, all values of the

tissue-air ratio used throughout this thesis are those measured in

a homogeneous water phantom.

1.2.5 Scatter-air ratio SCd,r )
d

The scatter-air ratiO [11] is given by the difference of two

tissue-air ratios:

S(d,r ,0) • T(d,r ,0) - T(d,O,O)
d d

(1.2)

where the values of d,r and 0 are as above. T(d,O,O) gives the
d

hypothetical tissue-air ratio for a beam radius limiting towards

zero.Since a field with zero radius would irradiate zero scattering

volu.e, T(d,O,O) may be viewed as the primary cOtaponent of the

radiation at P. Prom this, the scatter-air ratio is the component

of the tissue-air ratio which results from scattered photons. Since

the scatter-air ratio is the difference of two tissue-air ratios it

is also independent of source skin distance.

Unless it is otherwise explicitly stated, all values of the



seatter-air ratio used throughout this thesis are those measured in

a homogeneous water phantom.

1.2.6 Bquivalent be_ radii

A square beam is considered "equivalent" to a rectangular or

circular beam if both fields ptoduce the same central axis dOSe

distribution. This is found to occur when the square and

rectangular fields have the same ratio of area to perimeter. A

circular beam is found to be equivalent to a square beam if both

have the same area. Therefore

2
s I 4s • L*W I 2(L+W)

2 2
s • 1(r

so

r • 1.128 (L*W) I (L+W)
(1.3)

Where s is the length of each side of a square field, r is the

radius of a ciroular field, and Land Ware the length and width

respectively of a rectangular field.

1.3 Required Accuracy and Accuracy Available USing Different

Approaches to Beterogeneity Correction

Since living cells are most sensitive to photon radiation

during reproduction, the rapid reproduction which characterizes

cancerous cells results in an increased sensitivity compared to

bealthy cells. Pigure 1-3 shows a hypothetical graph of percentage

lethal effect as a function of absorbed dose for both cancerous and

healthy tissue. Due to the sharp slopes in both curves, delivery of

the tumour lethal dose results in necrosis of a large majority of
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the cancerous cells, while almost none of the healthy cells are

killed. The rati.o of killed tumour cells to killed healthy cells is

often refered to as the therapeutic ratio.
.... ,

Since the two curves

are close together except for the very narrow region near the

tumour lethal dose. small variations in dose from this value result

in a significant increase in the number of either surviving

cancerous cells or destroyed healthy cells. This is a principle

reason for the ICRU (International Commitee on Radiation Units)

Report 24 [10] recommendation of an accuracy of �5 percent in the

delivered dose.

U·
D
-
-

w

Lethal Effect
in Tumour

\

T
1000 2000 3000

.

. Absorbed Dose

Tumour lethal Dose
T.L.O.

!

6000

Figure 1-3: The percentage of normal and cancerous cells
killed as a function of the deposited dose [11].

In ICRU Report 24 it is shown, based on the work of Loevinger

and Loftus [14], that the uncertainty in delivering a desired dose

to a point in a water phantom may be limited to 22.5 percent under

good conditions. This value is the cumulative error from the first,

second and fifth steps above (Section 1.1). If we assume that the
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sources of error are stochastic, rather tban systematic, cumulative

error in steps three and four must be limited to �4.3 percent.

Cunningham [61 suggests that there exists an uncertainty of to 2

percent in the calculation of the dose distribution to the

water-equivalent patient. This implies that a maximum uncertainty

of �3.8 percent can be tolerated in the calculation of the

correction to account for heterogeneities.

�
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Outline of an Alderson Rando phantom, soction 17. Tho solid circles, crosses, and

squaresshow the location ofTLD dosiJlletersduril1litradiationby abeam (15 x 15 cmz) from a

cobalt treatment unit. The daShed lines are tho outlines of tun, and bone structures as inferred
'

from an atlas of .anatomical cross sections•.The soHd lines are tho outlines of these structures
derived by transmission radiography of the section.

.

pigure 1-4: Prom [6]

'1'0 give some idea of the difficulty of achieving this level of

accuracy, consider an experiment reported by Sontag, et a1.

[22,24]. The experiment inVOlved comparing the dose measured at

24 points in an Alderson Rando to dose values calculated at the

same points using various dose calculation methods. The Rando

phantom is designed to approxt.ate the buman torso in external
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contour and internal composi ticn. The phantom was exposed to a

150mm by lSOmm eobalt-60 beam (Figure 1-4). For the case of no

heterogeneity corrections, a technique which is still widely used,

the average absolute. difference between calculated and measured

dose values was 9.9 percent, with a maximum absolute difference of

32 percent. Clearly not correcting for heterogeneities is

unacceptable if the lCRO �5 percent recommendation is to be met.

Next an approximation to the distribution of heterogeneities in the

phantom was determined by using an atlas of anatOmy to estimate the

location of the lungs. This estimate placed 7 of the 24 reference

points in an incorrect heterogeneity (tissue). Use of the

effective attenuation coefficient· method (Section 1.5.3), which

corrects properly only for the primary component of the radiation,

in conjunction with the approximate distribution, actually resulted

in a decrease in the accuracy of the calculated dOSe distribution.

Sontag noted that there was a substantial increase in the accuracy

of the dose at those points which had been placed in the· correct

heterogeneity. The degradation in overall accuracy resulted from

the dose values at the 7 incorrectly located reference points. '1'0

improve the calculated dose distribution an accurate estimate of

the beterogeneities was determined by transmission tomogra�y using

a cobalt-60 beam. The use of a high energy cobalt-60 beam rather

than X-ray energies found in a conventional diagnostic CT scanner

is significant and will be considered later. Using the effective

attenuation coefficient method with this accurate data reduced the

average absolute error to 3.4 percent and the maximum absolute

error to 6.9 percent, a major improvement. Unfortunately, this 1s

still insufficient to satisfy the leaO recommendations. The use of
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the equ.ivalent tissue-air ratio correction .ethod (see Chapter 3)

with the accurate heterQgeneity distribution data further reduced

the average absolute error to 1.6 percent and the maximum absolute

error to 4 percent. It seems therefore that, though the use of

accurate anatomical data with a simple correction method greatly

improves the accuracy of the calculated dose distribution, only the

combination of both accurate anatomical data and a heterogeneity

correction method which accounts for the effects of the

heterQgeneities in a complete manner can provide reasonable

confidence that the distribution of delivered dose is known to

within 15 percent uncertainty.

1.4 �he Ose of Computer Tomography Data

The treatment planning system outlined in this thesis makes

substantial use of diagnostic X .... ray computer tomography, or CT,

data. Goitein {9] discusses the implications· of CT data for

treatment planning. Some of the advantages and disadvantages of

using CT data in a treatment planning system, and therefore the

reasons for choosing a CT based system, are now considered.

1.4.1 Advantages

l.4.l�l Availability

The greatest advantage of CT over other suitable imaging

techniques is availability. Almost all major centres currently have

a CT scanner in routine use. In fact the diagnostic information

contained in a CT scan is of such great value in assessing tumour

condition that there is much evidence to indicate that a CT scan

should become a part of the standard preparation· for all potential
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cancer treatment patients. In five studies on the influence of CT

in assessing tumour size and position, the inclusion of CT data

resulted in a significant improvement, compared to plans determined

without the aid of CT data, in 35 percent of the cases. In one

study by Munzenrider et al.[15] the use of CT data was judg�d to be

essential in 55 percent of the cases. If the inclusion of a CT scan

became standard practice simple modifications to the diagnostic

scan procedures, for instance placing the patient in the most

probable treatment position and attaching markers for relating CT

slice positions to patient external anatomy, would make it possible

to use the same scan for treatment planning while only minimally

degrading the diagnostic information. This ability to use a single

image for both tumour identification and assessment and for the

calculation of dose distributions reduces patient inconvenience and

conserves an expensive resource. This dual use of the scans is even

more attractive when tumours are to be monitored during the

treatment and the treatment regime modified. Even in the case ·where

no diagnostic CT scan has been performed, the widespread

availability of diagnostic CT scanners makes it possible to perform

a scan solely for treatment planning. However, the desirabil,ity of
.

CT as a diagnostic tool makes such an approach a waste of the full

potential of a valuable technique.

1.4.1.2 Spatial resolution

The spatial resolution (pixel size) attained by available CT

scanners is approximately lmm. At 2 MeV photon energies the

attenuation coefficient in soft tissue is approximately O.005/mm or

about O.5%/mm and about O.OI/mm or 1.0%/mm in bone. In using CT
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data to determine external contours, the high contrast between the

background and patient generally results in an uncertainty of no

more than �l pixel, or, less than a one percent dose uncertainty

even in bone. The high spatial resolution needed for diagnosis and

contour extraction is not required for' dose distribution

interpretation. ror instance, the General Electric GB 8800 C'r

scanner produces a 320 by 320 pixels display, whereas a treatment

planning system currently in use. in the Saskatchewan Ca.ncer

Foundations (SCF) in Saskatoon and Regina calculates the dose

distribution on a 26 by 39 element grid, and the more accurate

system of Sontag and Cunningham [25} at the Ontario Cancer

Institute calculates a 128 by 128 dose distribution grid. Since the

patient anatomy need only be known at the dose grid points, clearly

the spatial resolution of the CT scan is much higher than is

required for treatment planning.

1.4.2 Disadvantages and suggested solutions

1.4.2.1 Need to convert from CT numbers to relative electron

density

Photons interact with matter, thereby attenuating the

radiation beam, by means of three mechanisms, the photoelectric

effect, Compton scattering and pair production. The probability of

a photon interacting by anyone of these mechanisms depends upon

the energy of the photon. For energies in the range of 0.25 MeV to

4 MeV, which is the energy range commonly encountered in external

photon beam therapy, interaction is almost entirely by mean$ of

Compton scattering. The probability of a photon undergoing Compton

scattering in a unit volume of material is determined by the
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electron density of the material. Therefore, in order to correct

for the presence of a heterogeneity it is necessary to know the

electron density, � , of the material which makes up the

heterogeneity, or more commonly the electron density relative to

water, ,. unfortunately, at the X-ray energies used in diagnosti.c

CT scanners, though Compton scattering is still a significant

mechanism of interaction, there is also substantial attenuation due

to the photoelectric effect. The probability of a photon

interacting by the photoelectric effect is a function of the atomic

number of the material, rather than the electron density. CT

numbers are in fact not simply related to electron density. This is

the advantage of using radiation of the same quality for both

imaging and treatment, as was done in the experiment in Section

1.3. Another alternative is to image the patient using a Compton

scattering scanner [3), which measures only the Compton scattered

photons, and therefore determines electron density directly. Though

a small number of high energy transmission tomographs and Compton

scattering scanners exist, these systems are not in widespread use

and are confined primarily to the researcb environment. As was

mentioned above the major advantage of diagnostic CT scans is their

availability.

Two methods of calibration for converting from CT numbers to

electron den.sity have been suggested in the literature. The first,

by Battista, et ale [3), involves scanning a patient using a CT

scanner and a Compton scattering scanner and correlating the

results. The second approach uses the scans of materials of· known

electron density and with atomic nuJBber near those of tissue, such
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Pigure 1-5: Prom (31

as vatious different plastics (8, 19), various different organic

liquids (17), and various animal tissues (18,21]. These scans are

used to create a· conversion table from CT number to electron

density. The first method requires less approximations to be made
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since the calibration is made based on in vivo tissues. It. also

acccounts for non-Compton scattering attenuation.. However, it

requires two· different imaging scans for some patients, and the

availability of a special purpose imaging system. It is the second

method, calibration on known samples, which will be used here. This

approach has the advantage of permitting the separate calculation

of the magnitudes of Compton and non-Compton attenuation by first

scanning materials which vary only in relative electron density and

then materials which vary only in effective atomic number.

Fortunately both of the above methods produce similar

conversion tables. A typical conversion table appears graphically

in Figure 1-5. The graph consists of two linear sections, one

defining the conversion equation for lung, soft tissue and blood,

the second section defining the conversion equation for bone. The

different slopes for the two sections result from the different

average atomic numbers for the two sets of tissues. The deviation

for the high atomic number breast prosthesis should be noted •. This

deviation would produce an erroneously high estimate of the

electron density for the prosthesis. The effect will also be

observed for metallie surgical implants and must be compensated for

if implants are present�

1.4.2.2 Tbe variability of � nuabers

The CT number corresponding to a specific material can vary

from scan to scan for numerous reasons: the type of scanner,
.

the

tube current, the peak tube voltage, the tube age,.the use of

filters to remove low energy photons from the beam (beam

hardening), the position of the material within the phantom (beam
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hardening due to overlying tissues), the location of the phantom in

the reconstruction field, and the proximity of highly attenuating

material. Levi, et al" (13),have recently published an analysis of

five CT scanners, the relevant results of which appear in Figures

1-6 to 1-8.
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It should be noted that the full dynamic range of the scanners is

approximately -1000 to 1000 CT number units. As can be seen from

the graphs, so long as the phantom is located entirely within the

reconstruction field, variations for a single scanner are generally

less than one percent of full range, regardless of the position of

the sample within the phantom or the position of the phantom within

the reconstruction field. As long as CT number to electron density

conversions are based on calibration measurements done on the same

scanner as is used for patient imaging, with the same tube current

and voltage and the same beam hardening filters, electron density

determination should be reproducible to within %1 percent. Goitein

[9] suggests the incorporation of calibration standards into the
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scanner couch to permit accurate calibration and conversion for

each slice, minimizing the effect of slice to slice variation and

tube aging effects. The CT number variations observed when the

subject is located partially out of the field or in close proximity

to highly attenuating material are caused by reconstruction

artifacts. Artifacts may also be caused by patient movement during

scanning. Goitein recommends the use of an artifact .identification

and correction algorithm in the preprocessing of the CT data prior

to use for trea�ent planning_ As can be seen from the graphs,

artifact related variations may be substantial.

CT data is also subject to random variations, primarily due to

statistical variations in the scanner"'s X-ray beam. Fortunately

dose calculations generally use integrated electron densities (line

integrals for attenuation of primary photons, and surface Or volume

integrals for scattering effects) which tends to reduce the effect

of random variations.

1.4.3 sUlIUIlary of reasons for choosing a CT based system

The reasons for choosing a diagnostic X�ray CT data based

system are quite clear.

1. High spatial resolution.

2. The existence Of a simple, though approximate,

conversion from C'l' numbers to electron density.

3. Most importantly, the ready availability of CT scanners.

As has been indicated there exist superior imaging systems for

treatment planning (Compton scattering scanners, cobalt-60 CT) but
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these systems are not routinely available to the medical physicist.

1.5 Dose Calculation Metbods

1.5.1 Introduction

There are numerous methods for determining the deposited dose

distribution in a patient resulting from a given external photon

beam. Some of the most commonly used approaches will be discussed

in this section. In order to appreciate the significance of each

:nethod recall that dose is depoSited by both priIaary and scattered

photons. The dose resulting from the former depends only upon the

integral of the attenuation coefficients of all tissues overlying

the point of calculation. Dose from scattered photons depends upon

the location and composition of all heterogeneities, both overlying

and underlying the point, as well as the beam size.

The equivalent tissue-air ratio method is not included in this

section since it will be presented in detail in Chapter 3.

Good overviews of dose calculation methods are presented in

several papers [6, 27, 28, 34].

1.5.2 Water-equivalent patient

!he traditional and simplest way of calculating the dose

distribution is to assume a homogeneous patient composed entirely

of water-equivalent tissue. Until quite recently this was by far

the! most common calculation _thode As mentioned in Section 1.3,

without accurate anatoIaical information there is little reason to

correct for heterogeneities.

contour of the patient which

The only data needed is· the external

is often determined mechanically.
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Clearly this approach accounts in no way for heterogeneities.

1.5.3 Equivalent water depth .ethods

A simple improvement on the water-equivalent patient method is

a class of similar correction methods all based on the concept of

the equivalent water depth of a point. For a point P, at actual

depth d, the equivalent water depth, d�, is that amount of water

which would attenuate the primary component of the photon beam

equally as does the tissue overlying P. This is determined by

integrating the attenuation coefficients of the overlying tissues

along the beam axis through P. Clearly the equivalent water depth

depends upon the extent along the beam axis of any overlying

heterogeneities, but not on either the position of the

heterogeneities or on their extent orthogonal to the beam axis•. In

implementing these correction methods, a multiplicative correction

factor is applied to the water-equivalent dose distribution at each

point. In the simplest correction method in this class the

correction factor is given by

Ad-d�)
CF = e

(1.4)

where _.fA is the linear attenuation coefficient for the primary

photons in water. This factor corrects the primary component for

overlying tissues· with greater or lesser stopping power than was

assumed for the water-equivalent patient dose distribution. The.

beam size is not considered and the scattered component will in

general be incorrectly scaled. This is the effective attenuation

coefficient method used by Sontag, et ale [22, 24] which calculated

the dose distribution in the Rando phantom with average absolute
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error of 3.4 percent.

A slightly more sophisticateo approach uSing the equivalent

water depth is the Ratio of Tissue-Air Ratios method. Por this

method the correction factor is given by

CP • T(dA,r ) / T(d,r )
d d

(1.5)

where r is the equivalent beam radius at depth d. This method
d

again fails to account for the effects of heterogeneities on

scattered radiation.

1.5.4 The power law or Batho .. thod

This method, developed by Batho [2] and generalized by Sontag

and Cunningham [231, is based on the following development.

By the definition of the tissue-air ratio, the dose D at
1

point P in a phantom of densityp-l, is given by

o • 0 T (d,r )
I air I d

(1.6)

where D is the dose to a _all volume of the phantom material
air

located at P in the absence of the remainder of the phantom.

T (d,r) is the tissue-air ratio for. the �.l phantom. If the
1 d

density of the phantom is doubled the number of atoms and electrons

in a given volume will also double and therefore, so will the

number of interactions. This suggests that the multiplicative

factor T (d,r ) should be applied again, that is,
1 d

2
D • 0 (T (d,r »
2 air 1 d

(1.1)
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generalizing this idea gives

D I = D (T (d , r »p
Pair 1 d

p-1
I = D (T (d, r »

1 1 d
(1.8)

This can be represented

� = CF D
1

,0-1
CF = (T (d,r »

1 d

in the form of a correction factor

(1.9)

Now consider two distinct layers of density �l
and

�2
respectively, where point P is located in layer 2, distance d

2
below the interface between the layers. Photons pass first through

layer 1, thickness d , before entering layer 2. Assuming initially
1

that p =P.
2 1

Po-I
CF = (T (d +d ,r »' .

1 1 2 d
(1.10)

Batho [2] showed that the absorption and scattering properties

of a material are independent of any overlying materials. Using

this result and an argument similar to that preceding Equation

1.7, the inclusion of the different density for layer 2 produces

P,-l D

CF = CT Cd +d ,r »1 (T (d ,r »l&-�
112 d 12 d

(1.11)
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The extension to the case of n layers, where P is located in layer

n, is obvious.

(1.12)

where d
i

i, for i

point of

and 0 are respect!vely the thickness and densi ty of layer
'-i .

not equal to n , f!-1 and d is the separation between the
o h

calculation and the bottom of layer n-1.

In deriving this expression certain assumptions have been

made, most importantly that the extent of each layer is at least as

great as the beam width, but also that backscattering does not

contribute significantly to the deposited dose. The power law

method is superior to the equivalent water depth methods since it

accounts not only for the thicknesses of . any overlying

heterogeneities, but also for their posit.ion. Unfortunately, the

calculations become excessive if the number of overlying

heterogeneities becomes large. ror this reason the method is not

amenable to the direct use of CT data in the pixel form. Cassell,

It al, (51 have used this method with CT data by preprocessing the

pixel data into larger homogeneous regions.

1.5.5 Monte Carlo aethad

The Monte Carlo method is entirely different in principle ftoa

any of the previously considered methods. The' preceding' methods

.have attempted to model directly the interaction of photon beams
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.

with matter. 1'he Monte Carlo method models the interaction between

individual photons and Dlatter, approximating a photon b.am by the

average b.havior of a statistical sample of individual photons. A

number of good references on the Monte Carlo method are given in

the bibliography (20, 30, 31).

Monte Carlo techniques attempt to determine a random sample of

all possible paths produced by photons emitted by the source and

interacting with the phantoa. The behavior of a single photon

interacting with matter is controlled by a number of statistical

rules. For instance the probability that a photon travelS a

distance d and then interacts with an atoll is given by the

derivative of the number of photons which have not interacted at

depth d. That is,

-Ad
ned) • N e

o

P (d) • lIN A(N
i a 0

�d
-_Ae

(1.13)

where nCd) is the number of photons which have not interacted at

depth d, N is the number of incident photons, and;« is the linear
o

attenuation coefficient. Similar rules exist for the probability

of interacting by photoelectric effect, Compton scattering or pair

production. Generation of random variables from suitable

distributions makes it possible to calculate a valid photon path.

By determining a very large number of such paths the properties of
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a beam of photons can be estimated. Some execution times for

various beam sizes appear in Table 1 ....1. These t.imes were calculat.ed

for a very simple three layer model. Incorporation of a two, or

even three, dimensional density array would increase these already

long times several times over.

Beam Area Photon Number Calculation Time

2 6
5*5 cm 1.1*10 0.4 hr

6
10*10 4.5*10 1.5

7
20*20 1.8*10 6

8
50*50 1.1*10 38

'fable 1-1: Nu_ber of photons and calculation times using a

CDC-7600 computer required for Monte Carlo
calculations of dose. The uncertainty in dose

is assumed to be 12'. From [29]

Though the Monte Carlo method promises to produce· the most

accurate answers possible if a sufficiently large number of photons

are modelled, the alDOunt of computation involved makes the approach

ilDpr'actical as a routine treatment method.

1.6 �he Saskatchewan Cancer Poundation Treatment Planning System

Saskatoon Cancer Clinic (SCC) is currently calculating

treatment plans using the Saskatchewan Cancer Poundation (SCP)

system developed at Allan Blair Memorial. Clinic (ABMC) in Regina.

It was decided that in order to simplify the integration of a· new

system and to eliminate unnecessary recreation of software, the new

system presented in this thesis should be as compatible as possible
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with this existing system and should make use of the scr software

wherever reasonable.

A PDP 11/60 minicomputer with 32 kilowords of memory is used

for all treatment planning at both ABMC and SCC. Treatment plans

are calculated either without heterogeneity cor�ections of any kind

or using the power law correction method to compensate for

heterogeneities. Usually only the lungs are considered. The

required input to the SCF systea is,

-Permanent patient data.

-patient external contour.

-heterogeneity contours.

-target volume.

-Beam description data (setups).

-beam quality.

-field size.

-orientation.

-distance from source to patient surface (S$D).

-type of beam profile modifying wedge to use.

The SCP system is comprised of six program modules.

1. EXB-the main driver routine. Spawns the remaining five

modules and in addition displays the digitized contours
I

and receives field description data from the operator.
I

Since field descriptions are input in EXB, it is also
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used for interactively modifying the fields to improve

the dose distribution.

2. PAT-controls the storage and retrieval of permanent

patient data.

3. DIG-uses a sonic digitizer to input the location of

refence points, the external contour of the patient and

the outlines of any heterogeneities.

4. LTP-determines the dose distribution, with power law

correction if desired, for the given setups. The dose is

calculated at a reference point and at the elements of a

1000 element, two dimensional array.

5. ISO-uses the dose distribution array calculated in LTP,

with either linear or cubic spline interpolation, to

approximate the isodose lines which would be produced by

the given setups.

6. HDCOPY-produces on a plotter a hard copy of the setups

and the isodose lines. This plot is incorporated into

the patients treatment documentation.

The SCF system suffers from three principal weaknesses.

1. The inability to use CT data without time consuming and

inaccurate hand digitization.

2. The small number of elements in the two dimensional

array on which the dose distribution is determined.

3. The necessity of recalculating the dose contributions
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frOlt all setups wbenever the weighting factor of any of

the setups is llOdified. Using the current calculation

grid . size of 26 by 39 elements and a simple dose

calculation algorithm (calculation time of approximately

5 seconds/setup) this is not a severe problem. However,

the use of larger dose calculation grids and a more

sophisticated dose. calculation method would make

recalculation extremely time consuming_

The new treatment planning system outlined here· will

inco·rporate features to eliminate these weaknesses.
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2. DATA ACQUISITION

2.1 Introduction

In order to determine the distribution of deposited dose in a

patient it is necessary to possess certain quantitative

information. This information is the dose deposited 'by the

source in a water phantom and the distribution and properties of

scattering materials within the patient. The former will be dealt

with briefly. Consideration of the types of patient data required

and the means of acquiring it will comprise most of the remainder

of this chapter.

2.2 Water-Equivalent Phantom Data

The basis of all the doses

planning system will be the dose

calculated

distribution

by this treatment

produced by the

radiation source in a water phantom. In this system these data are

in the form of a look up table which gives the magnitudes, for a

number of different square field sizes, of the primari and

scattered components of the dose at closely spaced intervals along

the central axis of the beam. These data are derived from

measurements in a phantom which is assumed to extend infini�ely
orthogonal to the beam axis and below the planar interface between

the air and the phantom. Clearly such a phantom is unrealizable,

but if the phantom is much larger than the field and extends well

beyond the greatest depth which is of interest a reasonable

approximation is possible.

Several points should be noted. First, though the desired data.

at each point are the separate primary and scattered components of
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the dose, a do.simeter 1s only able to measure the total dose at any

point, that is , the sum of the two components. Second, though the

dose distribution is required over a volume, the components of the

dose are only known along a line. Finally it 1s assumed that

electron equilibrium exists at all points of measurement •.

The pr !mary and scattered components of the· dose are

determined by measuring the total dose levels along the central

axis for a number of field sizes. The measured data are first

modified to account for collimator scattering. Once this has been

done the primary dose component is independent of the field size.

This means that changes· in the total dose level reflect only

changes in the scattered dose component. By extrapolating the

measured data to a field size of zero the primary component is

determined. This value is then u.ed to determine the scattered dose

component corresponding to each field size by subtraction.

To determine the dose at any point in the volume using the

central axis dose data first consider the volume as composed of

planar slices, one for each data point on the central axis. The

problem is now to find the dose at each point in the planes given

the values at the centres. The approach used in this treatment

planninq system is drawn from the SCF system. Primary and scattered

components are handled in different fashions. The primary component

is determined by multiplying the central axis primary component by

two correction factors, each a function only of either X or Z (see

Figure 2-1). If the incident intensity of the beam were uniform

across the entire field the value of the primary component of the

dose ·would be the same at the centre of the plane and at any point
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Plgure 2-1: Geometry for discussion of the correction factors·
to central axis dose data. The x-coordinate system is in

the plane of interest, the z-coordinate system is orthogonal
to the plane of interest.

at the same equivalent water depth. Unfortunately this is not the

case, the beam exhibits what is known as a beam profile.· By

measuring this profile in a single plane correction factors for the

primary component can be defined for the entire irradiated volume.

The further assumption of the SCI' treatment planning system is that

these correetion factors can be decomposed into the two independent

factors mentioned above. In the common case where the dose

distribution is only to be determined in a plane, the value of Z is

fixed and the two correction factors are replaced by one.

The scattered component of the dose for the point (1,1) is

also calculated using an SCI' system routine. This component .1s

calculated by averaging the scattered components for four fields

centered on (X,Z) as shown in Figure 2-2. First each of the four:

fields is equated to an equivalent square field as discussed· in·
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Pi.gure 2-2: The four fields which are used in determining the
scattered component at any point in the plane using the'

central axis scattered compo"nents. The dark line indicates
the edge of the actual field, the shaded areas indicate

the foui: fields used in the average.

Section 1.2.6 $0 that central axis dose data can be used •

.

As mentioned the. routines used for calculating the water

phantom dose distribution were drawn from the SCF system. They were

assumed to function adequately so no testing was done, except

indirectly in the testing of the results of the entire treatment

planning system.

2.3 Patient Data

As outlined in the previous chapter, patient anatomical data

is obtained from conventional diagnostic X-ray CT scans. In

particular, data is obtained from scans produced using the General
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Electric G! 8800 scanner located at University Hospital in

Saskatoon. The GE scans are reconstructed as 320 pixels by 320

pixels with a variable physical pixel size and eleven bits of pixel

grey scale, or CT number, r.anqe.

Scans from the GE 8800 were available to the treatment

planning system in the form of archival format magnetic tapes. Five

steps are involved in extracting the necessary anatomical data from·

these tapes.

1. 'rranslation of the GE archival tapes into equivalent VAX

compatible archival tapes. 'rhe GE 8800 is based on a

Data General·· minicomputer and the treatment planning

system is implemented on a Digital Equipment VAX 11/780,

therefore data reformating is required. One initial

decision was to generate VAX format archival tapes,

rather than simply using GE archival tapes and VAX disc

files. 'rhere are several reasons for this, principally

the saving in computer and operator time if it ,is

necessary to recover archival scan files from tape.

Also, it makes available VAX compatible tapes for. any,
.

other tasks which might wish to make use of CT scanner

data. Finally it creates a doable archiving system which

makes it possible to modify the data during translation,

if necessary, while still retaining an uncompromised

data set. Modifications oy be necessary since certain

parameters which the relevant GE publication [4]

indicates should be present in the archival files are in

fact not present.
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2. The VAX archival tape, which contains the slice data in
"';' ..

a compressed form, is used to generate a· 320 by 320

pixels, eight bit dynamic range display of each slice.

This full size display file is then stored as a disc

file to simplify later access. The operator indicates if

a displayed file is to be discarded, rather than stored

on disc.

3. For each· slice the patient�s external contour is

determined for use in calculating the water-equivalent

patient dose. The contour data is stored on disc.

4. For each slice all pixels outside the patients external

contour are set to zero. This clears each slice of

extraneous objects such as the scanner couch and

external reconstruction artifacts.

s. The eight bit pixel values which give the two

dimensional distribution of CT number are converted to

real valued relative electron densities.

These steps have been implemented using the three programs

GEVAXeON, CT'l'APEDIS and INIT. Listin9s of all three of these

programs and their associated subroutines appear in Appendix B in

the volume of listings. Where the function and method·· of a

subroutine are clear from its name and previous portions of the

text, the subroutine will be mentioned in the discussion of the

calling routine, but will not be discussed individually.
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2.3.1 Reasons for tapleaenting the Pive Steps in �bree Prograa.

The reasons for dividin9 the five steps among three programs

may not immediately be clear. The steps have been apportioned to

reduce total operator time and disc storage space. First consider

certain characteristics of the five steps, assuming that each step

was implemented separately with tape or disc files used for

intermediate storage.

-Translation and Copying: requires a large amount of time

consuming tape I/O (four megabytes for a twelve slice

scan), requires two tape drives, requires no disc I/O,

requires only a small amount of operator input at the

begining of program execution to indicate which files are

to be copied and does not require that· an image be

displayed.

-Display and Selective Disc Storage: requires a moderate

amount of tape I/O (two megabytes for a twelve slice

scan), requires· one·tape driV\l, produces a 100 kilobyte

CT display file for each slice, requires. a moderate

amount of operator input throughout program execution of

the storage decision for each slice and requires one

image display per slice.

-Contour Extraction: requires

input of a 100 kilobyte disc

no tape I/O, requires the

file containing the CT

display file for each slice and produces a five kilobyte

disc file containing the contour for each slice, requires

a moderate to large amount of operator input throughout

program execution of threshold values used in the edge
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detection algorithm for each slice and a decision on the

aceeptablity of each calculated contour and requires one

image display and one or more contour displays for each

slice.

-Removal of Extraneous Material, or ·Cleaning" the Slice:

requires no tape I/O, requires the input of one 100

kilobyte and one five kilobyte disc file for each slice

and produces one 100 kilobyte disc file containing the

cleaned CT display file, requires no operator input and

does not require that an image be displayed.

-Conversion to Relative Electron Density: requires no tape

I/O, requires the input of one 100 kilobyte disc file for

each slice and produces one 400 kilobyte disc file for

. each slice, requires no operator input and does not

require an image to be displayed.

Translation and copying is substantially different from the

other steps in that it requires a large amount of elapsed time for

tape I/O but very little operator input. Combination of the first

two steps would result in savings in time sinee the VAX format tape

would not need to be read in, but would require operator input, and.

therefore attendance, throughout the execution of an extremely long

program. Further two tape drives would also be required throughout

the program"s execution. Since it is not efficient in terms of

operator time or peripheral utilization to combine the first two

steps, the first step must be implemented as a separate process.

This is the purpose of program GEVAXCON.
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Combination of display and selection with contour extraction

is more attractive. Both require operator input throughout program

execution, the availability of the CT display file and the display·

of an image. Cleaning of the image may also be incorporated at this

stage since the CT display file and the patient external contour

'are both available. Further, the combination of these three steps

into a single process saves storing the uncleaned CT display file

if a cleaned slice is to be produced. All three of these steps are

implemented in program CTTAPEDIS.

On first glance it might seem appropriate to include the

conversion from CT numbers to relative electron densities with

steps two, three and four in CTTAPEDIS and eliminate entirely the

need to store a byte version of the CT display file. It is not

included·for two reasons. First,-it-is desireable-- to·-overlay_ .the

calculated dose distributions on a CT image for orienting the

dose distribution with respect to patient anatomy. Second, each

byte CT display occupies 100 kilobytes of disc storage space, while

each real relative electron density file requires 400 kilobytes.

Storing the byte data rather than real data results in a saving of

over 3.6 megabytes of storage for a twelve slice scan. �herefore,

the conversion to relative electron density was implemented in a

separate program, INIT.

2.3.2 Program GEVAXCON

The format conversion

GEVAXCON. The data format· must

in step 1 is implemented in program

be converted for both real and

integer numbers, but not for character data. In particular, for the

two byte integers which contain the CT number data on the GE tape
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PROGRAM GBVAXCOR

Dt ivet pr09r aDl.

SUBROU'l'IHB FILB SBLBCtf
_

Select those data files on the archival tape
wbich are to be processed.

SUBROO'tIHB TRAlISLAH_COPY

Translate the GI format data on the input magnetic
tape into VAX format and write the VAX format data

out to tape.

Pigure 2-3: Block diagram of program GEVAXCON

the conversion requires only that the order· of the bytes be

reversed to produce equivalent VAX two byte integers. For real

numbers the conversion is more complex and is accomplisbed by

subroutine CONVERT_FP.

Tbe physical block size of data on the GE tape is 8192 bytes

wbile the logical record length is 512 bytes. To remove this

inconvenient aspect of the GE tapes, the VAX tape uses 512 bytes

for both the physical block size and the logical record length. The

logical records on the GE tape are of one of four types.

1. Tape header: one per tape. Contains the scan

identification number and patient name and

identification number for each scan stored on the tape.

Unlike the remaining three types of logical records,

which are part of files containing a large number of

records, this is the only record of the first file on

the tape.
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2. Display file header: one per scan. Contains information

about all the slices in a scan. This includes scan

identification number, patient name and identification

number, staff identification, the size of the pixels in

the reconstructed image, scan date and the number of

slices in the sean.

3. Slice file header: one per slice. Contains information

pertinent to a particular slice. This includes slice

number, slice position, tube current, tube voltage and

the number of logical records of CT number data for this

slice.

4. CT number data: 315 logical .records per slice for a

normal slice, 400 logical records per slice for· a

Scoutview. Contains the CT numbers for each pixel in the

reconstruction area. For a Scoutview this is 320 by 320

pixels. Por a normal slice the patient is reconstructed

in a circular or elliptical region in the centre of the

320 by. 320 pixel grid. ror pixels outside the

reconstruction region the data is excluded to reduce

storage requirements. Each CT number is stored as a two

byte integer, of which only the eleven least significant

bits may be nonzero. It should be noted, for those

familiar with the GB 8800 CT scanner, that unlike the CT

numbers indicated using the scanner display system, the

archived CT number& are all positive.

Program GBVAXCON functions almost entirely as a driver, all of
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the significant portions of the conversion are done by subroutines.

2.3.2.1 Subroutine PILE SBLECT
-

In general a GE archival tape will contain data from a number

of CT scans. This routine permits the operator to indicate which

of the scan files on the tape are to be processed. Details of each

scan file are read in from the tape file header and output to the

terminal. The operator then indioates if the particular sean file

is to be processed.

2.3.2.2 Subroutine TRANSLATE COpy
, -

�his routine does the actual conversions and also creates
.

the

VAX tape containing the converted scan files. As mentioned abOve

the physical block size on the GE tape is 8192 bytes. Therefore,

each physical block contains sixteen logical records. Since the

nature of the conversion required depends upon the type of logical

record, the nature of each logical record is determined by counting

the number of records of CT number data since a slice header was

last processed. If the current logical record is the display file

header or a slice file header conversion is carried' out in

subroutine DISP_PILE_BDR or SLICB_BDR respectively. If the record

contains CT number data the reversal of the order of the bytes is

done within TRANSLATE_COPY. Since the VAX tape has both physieal

blocks and logical records, of 512 bytes, each logical record is

output to tape as soon as it has been processed.

2.3.3 PrograJI CftAPBD'IS

Program CTTAPEDIS implements steps two, three and four. That

is, production of a 320 by 320 pixels display of the CT number
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PROGRAM CftAPBDIS

Dtiver program. Also inputs from operator those slices
to view and sets to zero all pixels outside the patient".

external contour, given the contour.

SOBROOTIRB WPIID

Calculates the system for assembling the CT slice display
from the compressed data stored on the archival tape.

SUBROUTINB SLICK DISPLAY
-

Displays the desired Cl' slices using the Comtal 20.

SUB_OO'!IN! EDGE

Determines those pixels of the CT slice which form the
external contour of the patient.

Figure 2-4: Block diagram of program CTTAPEDIS

data, determination of the patient"s external contour and setting

to zero all pixels outside the patient to remove the scanner couch

and external reconstruction artifacts.

Unlike GEVAXCON which functions almost exclusively as a

subroutine driver, much of the work done in program CTTAPEDIS is

implemented as part· of the main program. The operator first

indicates which scan file on the VAX archival tape is to be

processed and the program reads in from tape the display file

header for that scan. The display file header is immediately stored

in a disc file named "idnumber"DFH.DAT� Then GEVAXCON calls GE

provided subroutine WPIXD to determine the procedure for converting

from the compressed slice data recorded on the tape into the 320 by
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320 pixels array. The display file header also provides the nulllber

of slices in the scan file. The operator may then In4icate which of

the slices in the scan are to be viewed.

,
.

a
e

D
c

,
..

Pigure 2-5: A displayed CT i.age showing. the calculated
extern.l contour.

Par each slice which is to be viewed subroutine SLICE_DISPLAY

outputs the slice to the COlItal 20 display. The operator is then

given three choices for disposal of the C'r display array. The· data

may. be discarded, it may be stored as is without the setting to

zero of external pixels in a disc file named

• idnumber·S·slicenumber" .DAT, or the array can be cleaned and

stored in a disc file named "idnumber·C·slicenumber·.DAT. In either

case the slice file header is stored in a disc file named

Byte 103 of this disc file (a

portion of the slice file header which is not used in writing the

GB tape) is set to contain a value which indicates what type of
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data array was stored on disc for this slice, if any. Therefore" for

each reviewed slice in·the scan there exists a disc file containinq
.

the slice file header. The data in this file is used by later

programs to determine the type of file stored as well as slice

position, etc ••

If the slIce is to be cleaned subroutine EOGB is called to

determine the external contour of the patient. This contour is used

to define the boundary of those points which should be zeroed. The

operator must input the value of the threshold which will be used

to differentiate the patient from the background and must indicate

if each calculated external contour, which is displayed with the

input CT slice display, is acceptable. See Figures 2-5 and 2-6. The

external contour is multiplied by the pixel size to produce the

physical positions of the contour pixels and, preceeded by the

number of pixels used to define the contour, is appended onto the

CT display file.

2.3.3.1 Subroutine WPIXD

This routine is provided by GE for unraveling the compressed

scan C'l' number data. Since reconstruction of the C'l'·image occurs on

a circular or elliptical region, there are in general less than 320

pixels in each row which are part of the reconstruction region. To

reduce storage requirements, only those pixels contained in the

reconstruction region are stored on the archival tape. WPIXD

calculates the number of pixels in each row which have been stored.

From this it is easy to determine the number of zero valued pixels

which must be added to fill each row.
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Pigure 2-6: A displayed CT image with the external pixels zeroed.
Notice the absence of the scanner couch.

2.3.3.2 Subroutine SLICK DISPLAY
-

This routine· reads
-

in. the cOIlpressed data from tape and

converts from two byte CT numbers to byte representations' by

dropping the three least signtficant bits. Recall that the GE CT

number data has eleven bits of dynamic range. Those elements of the

320 by 320 pixels image which were stored on tape are loaded into

the display array using the row counts determined by WPIXD. In

addition the routine adds a 250mm scale, a grey scale reference and

the scan and slice numbers to the display which is then output to

the Comtal.

2.3.3.3 Subroutine EDGB

This routine is based on a paper by Keller, et ale [12] and
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determines those pixels which constitute the boundary of any region

in a CT slice. In this particular application the routine is used

to determine those pixels which form the external contour of the

patient. First the subroutine determines a starting point on the

contour using subroutine SEED. The contour is then extended by

progressing around the patient in the counter-clockwise direction.

The relative positions of the previous and current contour pixels

are used to locate the most probable position of the next contour

pixel. Starting with this estimate all pixels adjacent to the

current contour pixel are tested against selection criteria to

determine a satisfactory choice for the next pixel in the contour.

2.3.4 Progr.. INIT

PROGRAM INIT

Driver program. Also functions as the interface between the
operator and the dose calculation routines for input of beam

parameters.

I
SOBROtrlIN. C'l'DISP

Displays cr slice from disk file using COlllta1 20.

---
I

SOBROU'l'INB DINSIft COMPUSS
-

Converts the 320 by 320 byte CT slice data into a 128 by
128 grid of real relative electron densities.

Pigure 2-7: Block diagram of prograa INIT

In addition to converting the byte CT -numbers into real

relative electron densities, INI'1' also functions as the interface

between the operator and the dose calculation programs which will

be discussed in the next chapter.
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In order to calculate the dose distribution resulting from a

radiation be_ the dose calculation programs require a number of

parameters.

-The CT slice which is to. form the plane of interest for

dose calculations.

-The number of beam setups, fields and arcs, for which

dose distributions are to be calculated.

-Since most treatment machines are arranged such that they

can be rotated about an axis, the position of this axis

relative to the patient�s anatomy for each beam setup.

This point will be used as a reference point for the

setup and the dose at this point will be used as the·

reference dose for normalising the dose distribution.

-The field size and angular orientation of the beam (the

port angle for fixed beams and the start and stop angles

for arcs) for each beam setup.

-The type of heterogeneity correction which is to be used.

The treatment planning systelll provides a choice of five

correction methods.

o. No heterogeneity correction, water-equivalent

patient dose.

1. Effective attenuation coefficient method using the

equivalent water depth. See Section 1.S.3.

2. Ratio of tissue-air ratios method using the

equivalent water depth. See Section 1.S.3.
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3. Equivalent tissue-air ratio method as implemented

at the Ontario Cancer Institute COCI) by Sontag and

Cunningham. See Section 3.1.

4. Equivalent tissue-air ratio method as implemented

at the University of Saskatchewan. See Section 3.1.

INIT also creates two arrays.. The first contains the real

valued relative electron densities, but with the information in the

320 by 320 element CT number array reduced ih spatial reSOlution to

be stored in a 184 by 184 element array. The unusual size of this

array is necessary for the use of the subroutine which determines·

the equivalent water depth (see Section 3.2.4). The conversion from

CT nUmber to relative electron density has been addressed at length

in Section 1.4.2.1. The conversion is done by means of a look up

table· (see Appendix A.) which is based on the CT number-relative

electron density graph which appears in Figure 5 ...2.· The second

array created is a 256 by 256 elements representation of the 320 by

320 elements CT image array. This array is used to underlie the

calculated dose distributions Csee Chapter 4).

All the infer.ation input to, or created by, INIT is loaded

into a disc file named widnumberwTPS.RMS for accessing by the dose

calculation routines.
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3. DE CALCULATION OF TIlE DtS'lRIBU'l'ION 0' J)EPOSI'1'BD DOSE

3.1 Tbe Equivalent Tissue-Air Ratio Metbod

3.1.1 Tbeoretical development

As mentioned earlier the treatment planning system outlined in

this thesis uses the equivalent tissue-air ratio method to correct

the dose distribution for the presence of heterogeneities.· This

method arises from the idea first suggested .by O�Conner (16) and

fUrther developed by Sontag and Cunningham [24], that, assuming all

interaetions between the tissue and the photon beam are by means of
•

Compton scattering, the tissue-air ratios in any homogeneous

phantom may be determined by using a similar water equivalent

phantom in which certain parameters have been sealed. Figure 3-la

shows a hotDOgenous phantom with relative electron density e. wbile

Figure 3-lb shows the scaled water-equivalent phantom. Note that
..

the sealed parameters in the water- equivalent pbantom are derived

from the homogenous phantom as follows,

w

a =- "a
w

b • Ib
w 3

dV • £ dV
w

SSD = f.SSD
w

(3.1)

The w subscript indicates values for the water phantom. The

equivalence of T (d,r ) and T(d,r ), where r is the effective
w w d,w d d
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Pigure 3-.1: Parameters used in the calculation of absorbed dose
from primary and once scClttered photons. The diagram
on the left shows a beam irradiating a phantom whose
electron density relative to water is t..2. The diagram
on the right shows conditions that would produce equal

doses at points R and RI.

beam radius at depth d, can be shown if only primary and once

scattered photons are considered •

• rl! S$D r......�E. -I (�t.__nSSD+tJ p" v ss.o:t7l
T(d .1"")1= ... -- ... ------- -- ---- .. __ ._

tlfl SSD r. ..,.._�R. + r ""I. SSD+d p" J"

(3.2)

where i is the radiation fluence at the surface, SSD is the source
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skin distance,.,M is the linear attenuation coefficient for the·

pr imary photons, A f:> is the mass attenuation coefficient for

primary photons,

interaction for

-

and E is the average energy absorbed per
ab

primary photons. The primed symbols represent

similar quantities for the photons scattered from. the volume

element dV through R. The symbol n is the number of electrons per

unit volume of the phantom, and d�/� is the Klein-Nishina

prObability of scattering a primary photon through angle e, V is

the irradiated volume. The meanings of d,a,b and. are clear'from

Pigure 3-1. The first term in the numerator gives the deposited

dose resulting from primary photons, while the integral in the

numerator gives the deposited dose resulting . from once scattered

photons. The denominator is the dose deposited by'primary and once

scattered photons in a small volume v of phantom' material in air

(recall the definition of the tissue-air ratio). There is a slight

difference between Equation 3.2·and the original equation presented

by Sontaq [26]. Sontag assumed that the incident photon beam waS

not diverging (infinite SSD), whereas Equation 3.2 takes beam

divergence into account.

Now consider T (d,r ). If it is assumed that all
w w d,w

interactions occur by Compton scattering, then"u .�/£.
. w

rt[ �SSD
I

-� I!::!!....z.. +
r {r:SSD I_�" GG' -�. j&.. Z' aldJt �SSD+C5· P.

.w J Vw cSSD+cd. C 40" ,'ba Pw
.. "j

.......__ '., ..,. "� . _._H ..
_ �_

T(dw,r )l- -.-.- ---.-- .. �- .. -.- .. -- -
- - �

_-_.__
-

,rtl cSSD I.-".". J.Itw E"".+f. ds]�SSD+,4
.

P.
•

"

(3.3)
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If it is further assumed that the relative electron density,' # is

proportional to the the mass density,?, then.,c4/,4:> .�/p and,p..lflp"
_ _ .

w w
•A"/p". Since E and E

.If
are independent of the phantom

w w ab ab
.

material, '! • (I") and E i#
= (E ") • Finally # since the

ab ab w ab ab w

denOJllinator is the dose deposited in the absence of the phantom and

the scaling of the parameters accounts for beam divergence in both

cases, the two equations are equal.

This derivation has only considered once scattered radiation.

Since the approach can be interpreted as a linear coordinate

transformation where all angular relationships are preserved, 'the

same arguments would apply to multiple scattered photons.

In us ing this result to produce dose corrections for the ..

presence of heterogeneities the equivalent tissue-air ratio method

proposes that for any point, R, in a heterogeneous phantom, or

.

patient, there exists an equivalent homogeneous phantom with

relative electro.n density e such that the dose at R is T(a',r), .

for

some CT and 't� Using this equivalent phantom the correction factor

is determined as the ratio of two tissue-air ratios.

(3 •• )

where d and r are the actual depth of the point and the actual

equivalent beam radius, and d and 1 are the scaled values. The

computations in the equivalent TAR method are concerned with

finding d and r.

3.1.2 The esti•• tion procedure

·To simplify the estimation procedure, the tissue-air ratio is



(3.5)

ss

decomposed into its primary and scattered COIlpOnents.

T (d,T) .. T (d, 0) + S (�,r)

Considering only the primary ter.m, clearly the correct value for d

is the equivalent water depth, d"". It remains only to determine a

reasonable value for r. Unfortunately this is not nearly so simple.

Using the equivalence relation concept developed above, let
,_,. ,..,

r • rt. This converts the problem to one of finding the·
r

relative el.ectron density of the equivalent homogeneous phantom. To

draw a simile from statistics, consider t as the expectation value
r

of t over the irradiated volume. The probabilities, pet), should

reflect that fraction of the scattered photons arriving at R which

were scattered from volumes that were, in' the water equivalent

patient, assumed to have relative electron density 1.0 but Which in

fact have relative electron density f-. As Sontag and Cunningham·
N

[24, 26, 25] demonstrate, the calculation of 6 is easily adaptable
r

to the use of CT data. The ability to use anatomical data in the

form of CT data was a major reason for the selection of the

equivalent tissue-air ratio methOd for this project.

The use of multi-slice, spatially discrete CT numbers

converted to relative electron densities changes the· expectation

integral over the· irradiated volume into a triple summation over

the discrete volume elements.
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(3.6)

where! is the relative electron density in volume element
ijk

(i,j,k), i is the index in the direction orthogonal to the beam

axis and in the plane of interest (x direction), j is the index in

the direction of the beam axis (y direction), and k is the index in

the direction orthogonal to the plane of interest (z direction). In

the special ease of CT data, k can be considered as the slice

number. W is a weighting factor proportional to the number of
ijk

photons arriving at the . point ().f calculation which would be

scattered in volume element (i,j,k) in a water-equivalent patient.

The numerator is a self-normalising factor and in fact

Wrst
P(r,s,t)=

���Wi'k
. •

Ie
.,

... 1 .

(3.1)

where p(r,s,t) may be viewed as the probability that a scattered

'photon arriving at.the point of calculation has been scattered from

volume element (r,s,t). The values of the weighting factors depend

upon the quality of the photon beam, the nature of the object being
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irradiated and the position of the point of calculation within the

object. Therefore a different set of weighting factors must be used

for each point of calculation. No general set exists.

3.1.3 Deteraination of the weighting factors

There are several methods of determining the values of the

weighting factors W •

ijk
each of numerous concentric styrofoam rings

Por instance, Andrew, et ale [1) placed

(which approximate a

non-scattering void) into a water phantom, one at a time; and

measured the effect on the dose at a point on the axis orthogonal

to the plane of the ring and through the centre. The beam was

directed along this axis. Since the primary beam was not affected

by the presence of the ring, the difference in the measured dose

with and without the ring present is a measure of the number of

photons scattered from the volume replaced by the ring. A similar

experiment was also reported by Wong, et ale [33].

The method which was used for this project is based on that

developed by Sontag (261 which makes use of the differential

scatter-air ratio (dSAR).

The calculation involves estimating the dSAR at a scattering

point, P, by estimating the amount of dose being depoSited at the

point of calculation, R, which has been scattered in a small volume

neighbourhood of P, see Pigure 3-1. To simplify the calculation

first separate the dSAR into two components, one accounting for

once scattered photons, the other accounting for those photons

which have undergone multiple scattering.
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w - As (d,r)
.ijk

-6.S (d,r) +A.S (d,r)
1 m

(3.8)

The first scattered component can be calculated as

��I
-,..,..)t {1J} ,

'1AS (d .,.)=�i SSD T(CI 0) ft._"
cta(") ., IJ.w �

,.

(i) AI' D... t SSD+a.
• -.,. dc.1 ,,2 P

..

(3.9)

2% _

where 1) '. - [SSD/ (SSD+d)] 1: A A /P E
air eq w ab

i is the photon fluence at the surface, a, ,b and e are as

defined in Figure 3-1, a is the depth of P, d.-C.) Id� is the

Klein-Nishina probability per electron per unit solid angle of .

scattering an incident p�oton through angle &. and n is the
w

- -

electron density of water..M,A (e) and E , E (e) are the linear
,w w ab ab

attenuation coefficients and average '. energies absorbed per

interaction of the incicSent and scattered photons 'in water. The

e dependance indicates the quantities for scattered phot"ns. A is
eq

the attenuation resulting from a small volume of the material.

located at R in the absence of the remainder of the phantom.

Compared with Sontag1s [26) original expression, Equation 3.9

accounts for an additional factor, the beam divergence (inverse

square law term). Sontag assumed a nondivergent photon beam.
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The multiple scattered component can be estimated by a

modified version of Equation 3.9. For the first scattered component
2

the primary photon f1uence at P is given by i [SSO/ (SSO + a)]

T(a,O). For the multiple scattered component this quantity is

replaced by an expression for the number of previously scattered
2

. photons arr iving at P, that is, t [SSO/ (SSO+a)] S (a, r), where

. S(a,r) is the scatter-air ra�io as defined in Chapter 1, and r is

the equivalent beam radius at P. By making the additional

assumption, that the multiple scattering of photons is isotropic

and therefore average coefficients can be used, Sontag [26]

produces the'fo110wing result

• rl SSD r I" • -..,_' .,... JAS",(d,r)= ».1 SSD+a. S(a,r) "w 411' b2 P
z E.. !"J

(3.10)

where 1�/4� is the average collision cross section per unit solid

angle for the average once scattered photon energy E. � and E.
1 2 .w 2 ab

are the linear attenuation coefficient and average energy absorbed

per interaction for the average multiply scattered photon energy

. i.
2

Since the Ware self-normalising, multiplicative factors
ijk

common to all the weighting factors may be discarded. The removal

of such common factors reduces Equations 3.9 and 3.10 to
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[�.
I

� -"..("'''' p.. ('f) � (2\1AS (d ">=1
ss»

. T( O)
d ,,) e. . -II. V}

.

l' SSD+fI.
II,

dOl b2 P

(3.11)

.

[SSD r 1" ............ ... IAS",(tf,,.)=� SSD+a S(<<,,.) 4n·"a p
1fP-

(3.12) .

3.1.4 A two dimensional approximation for the three dimensional
1""6

summation for E.
r

Before attempting to caleulate the values of the.W! I

ijk
consider the following approximation. Even for small ranges for i,j

and k·the evaluation of g .�!'1volves a very large number of .

r

arithmetic operations. Sontag [24, 26] suggested that the

scattering behavior of the entire irradiated volume miqht be

approximated by a plane of seattering material parallel to the

plane of interest, see Pigure 3-2. There are ·several ways of

approximating the optimum composition and position for such a

plane, one of the simplest approaches being to assume that W can

ijk
be rewritten as the product of two independent factors, one·

depending on the values of i and j, and the second depending only

on the value of k.

w • W W
ijk ij k

(3.13)
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z. z.

Figure 3-2: A schematic diagram illustrating the steps used
in the equivalent tissue-air ratio method to

approximate integration over a volume by integration
over a plane. The relative electron density information
contained in six CT slices shown on the left .is first
coalesced into the single effective slice shown on

the right. This slice is a weighted average of all six
slicesJ the ones close to the plane of interest (shaded)

count most strongly.

rewriting Equation 3.6

(3.14)

,..,
.

let the value in brackets in the numerator be �. ,

ij
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E2:e·· w. ..
. . "1 '1,3 ..

'I, 1

(3.15)

The triple summation required in Equation 3.6 for the calculation
,..

of E, at each point in the plane of calculation has been reduced to
r

preprocessing calcula tions to determine g and a double summa tion.
ij

Recalling the concept that W is the unnormalised
ijk

probability that a scattered photon arriving at point R has been

scattered in volume element (i,j,k), an intuitively reasonable

choice for the value of W is the probability that a scattered
k

photon arriving at R has been scattered in slice k. This value can

be approximated by usin.g the difference of two scatter-air ratios,

where for one value slice k is irradiated and for the other value

slice k is not irradiated.

W = S (d , r ) - S (0 , r )
k ref 1 ref 2

(3.16)

where rand r are the equivalent beam radii
1 2
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1.1�(A:)-� 1
r2=--------

X+2:(k)_4%2

(3.17)

where X is the beam width in the plane of calculation, that is in

x (i) direction, z (k) is the absolute value of the distance from the

plane of calculation to the centre of slice k and A z is the

separation between adjacent slices .. The value of d is chosen to
ref

produce a value of W which is an average for all values of d in
k

the plane of calculation. Sontag suggests a value of lOOmm, and

also notes that, for fixed k, W Cd} varies over a range of less
k

than one pereent for all reasonable values of d. Note that W as

k
calculated using Equation 3.16 is the unnormalised probability of a

scattered photon at R having been scattered in slice k, rather than

a true probability. Combination of Equations 3.14 and 3.16 permits

the calculation of the distribution of relative eleetron densities

in the scattering plane.

Again considering the problem as·a statistical one, a

reasonable value to use for z , the separation between the
eff

scattering plane and the plane of calculation, is the expectation

value of z, where the probability P(z(k» is given by
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(3.18 )

that is, the true, normalised probability. This gives a value for

z , of
eff

Ez (k) Wk
Ie

=o=

(3.19 )

To summarize the above, the scattering behavior of the three

dimensional scattering volume will be approximated by a two

dimensional scattering plane which can be described by the

parameter z

eff
(Equation 3.14). The value of W

'.

is given by Equations 3.16 and
k

(Equation 3.19) and the two dimensional distribution

i
ij
3.17.

3.1.5 Assumptions used in

In simplifying the calculation of W

ijk.
following assumptions have been used:

1. That all interactions between the photons and the tissue

are by means of Compton scattering.

and E ,

2 ab

-

E
ab

independent of both the location of the

2. That the average energies absorbed per interaction,

are
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scattering volume and the point of calculation.

3. That W • W

ijk ij
W where W
k ij

and Ware independent.
k

Assumption 1 may be relaxed somewhat if the following

modification (26] is made to the calculation of the correction

factor. When the average atomic number of the material at ·the pOint

of calculation differs greatly from that of water, which occurs

primarily in bone or surgical implants, the contribution to the

beam attenuation of the photoelectric effect will differ from the

expected value. To compensate for this replace Equation 3.4 by

T(ti',,.)... [� LCF=--------��--
T(d,").. [� L

(3.20)

where � � is the mass energy absorption coefficient. For all
ab

tissues other than bone this multiplicative factor is close to one.

For points in bone values of the multiplicative factor which have

been sU9gested by Sontag [26] appear in Table 3-1.

The remaining two assumptions, and others' which follow,. are

�

necessary to simplify the calculation of the W so that 6 can be
ijk r

calculated using a reasonable amount of computer time. The approach

taken by Sontag [24, 26] is to reduce W to the following form
ijk
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ENERGY BONE WATER RATIO

2 2
0.1 MeV 0.0386 cm /g 0.0254 cm /g 1.526
0.2 0.0301 0.0297 1.013
0.5 0.0316 0.0330 0.958
1.0 0.0296 0.0310 0.955
1.25 0.0283 0.0296 0.956
2.0 0.0249 0.0260 0.958
5.0 0.0188 0.0192 0.979
10.0 0.0162 0.0158 1.025

Table 3-1: Mass energy absorption coefficients for bone
and water as a function of photon energy [26].

'If = W 'If
ijk k ij

(3.21)

where 'If is described above, and
k

2
'If = T(a(i,j),O) (SSD/(SSD+a» F (d ,d,z ) +

ij 1 x y eff

2
S(a(i,j),r(i,j» (SSD/(SSD+a» F Cd ,d,z )

m. x y eff
(3.22)

where d and d are the differences in position between the point
x y

of calculation and the scattering volume in the x and y directions

respectively. Therefore the two functions F and F are·functions
1 m

only of the components of the difference in position between the

two points. From Equations 3.11 and 3.12
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and "=eos-l[� (3.23)

However, for a diverging photon beam e is not independent of the

absolute positions of the point of calculation and the scattering

volume. Therefore· in order to have F == F (d ,d,z ) it is
I I x y eff

necessary, for the calculation of &, to assume the photon beam is

not diverging (infinite SSD).

For the case of a monoehtomatic photon beam no additional

assumptions need to be made. For a polychromatic photon beam

certain additional points must be considered. Since the attenuation

coefficients for both incident and scattered photons are functions

of their respective energies, the beam spectrum changes with depth.

The lower energy components are more likely to interact, resulting

in an increase in the relative n�ber of the higher energy photons.

For the incident photons this effect is accounted for to a major

extent by the use of measured tissue-air ratio data. Unfortunately

for the scattered radiation it is also necessary to determine the

Klein-Nishina probability which is energy dependent. Further� (e)
w

scattering angleand � are functions of photon energy. Both the
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probability and the linear attenuation coefficients depend·upon the

amount of overlying tissue and therefore upon the absolute

positions of the point of calculation and the scattering volume.

This forces a final assumption if it is desired that the W be
ij

formed of a combination of poSition dependent and· poSition

independent terms, that a pOlychromatic incident photon beam can be

approximated by a monochromatic beam.

3.1.6 Differences between the weighting factors P and P in the
1 m

University of Saskatchewan system and the Ontario Cancer Institute

system

Dr. Marc Sontag and Dr. Jack Cunninqham have implemented an

equivalent tissue-air ratio method treatment system at the Ontario

Cancer Institute. This treatment planning system is based, as is

the University of Saskatchewan system outlined in this theSis, on

Dr. Sontag"'s thesis. [26J. Dr. Cunningham provided copies of the

routines used in their system for the c::alculation of F and F. A
1 m

comparison with the algorithms used in the University of

Saskatchewan system revealed a single additional major difference.

F Cd ,d I Z ). P Cd ,d , z ) / L

1,OCt x y eff 1,UofS x y eff

and

F Cd ,d , z ). F Cd ,d , z ) /L
m,OCI x y eff m,UofS x y eff

where L .Jdx2 + z

eff

2

(3.24)

To test the effect of this difference, both methods have been

implemented so that ·the dose distributions produced using the
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different methods may be compared

3.1.7 Computational savings

By allowing the five assumptions stated above the amount of

computation per point in the plane of calculation involved in

determining g can be reduced frOll
2 2r

1. n n n complex calculations for the determination of
x y z

W

ijk

2. n n n multiplications and additions fo� evaluating
x y z

the triple summation in Equation 3.6

to

1. Cn n )/2 complex calculations for the determination of
x y

F and po
1 m

2. n n calculations of
x y
S(a,r)

2
(SSD/(SSD + a)] , T(a,O) and

3. 3 n

x y
calculation

n multiplications and additions for the

of W

i,j
summation in Equation 3.15

and evaluation of the double

Even allowing for the preprocessing involved in reducing the order

of the summation from three to two, the savings in computation

permitted by the use of the five assumptions is substantial.

3.2 Computer Implementation of the Equivalent Tissue-Air Ratio

Method

3.2.1 Some Necessary �er.inology for Arrays and Grids·

In the theoretical development of the tissue-air ratio method

the terminology problems associated with not calculating the planar
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dose distribution in a continous domain

Unfortunately the conventional terminolOCJY may

have not arisen.

be confusin9 in

describing the computer implementation of the method. All the input

information, such as relative electron densities and the locations

of fields, and the output dose distribution are in fact contained

in two dimensional data arrays. tn referring to these data arrays

it is often more intuitive to think about the elements of the data

and output arrays in terms of pixels, that is to include the

concept of physical size and position, even though one is actually

dealing with the elements of arrays of numbers. tn fact the

concept of a grid rather than an array is also often more

descriptive. For this reason, even though the computer is dealing

exclusively with arrays, if the use of pixels and grids makes·· the

description more clear, . that terminology will be used.

Another piece of terminology is the -compression- of a grid.

Bere the information contained within a square grid with a fixed

number and size of pixels is to be represented using a grid which.

contains a smaller number of pixels. Both grids are assumed to

cover the same area. Therefore tbe information contained in each

pixel of the compressed output grid contains in some form the··

information in several input pixels. The important point is that a

compressed grid does not represent a smaller physical area, it

simply contains less pixels, each of which is larger than an input

grid pixel.

-Rotation- of grids will be necessary to align the reference

frame with the central axis of different beam setups.· Clearly if a

square grid is rotat�d into a second square grid with the same area
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not all points covered by the first grid will also be covered by

the rotated grid. Only those points in the region in which the two

grids overlap will be defined in the rotated grid. This in fact

poses no restriction for CT data since, as mentioned in Section

1.4.1.2, CT slice data is only defined over a circular area in the

centre of the grid.

3.2.2 Introduction

The calculation of the distribution of deposited dose in a

patient using an equivalent tissue-air ratio heterogeneity

correction method system involves eleven steps for each beam setup

1. Calculation of the weighting factors W for each slice
k

in the scan (Equation 3.16). Slices located outside the

irradiated volume may be considered as having weighting

factor zero, Ot may be excluded.

2. Use of the W
.

It
to calculate the coalesced -average scattering

.,..,

relative electron densities f, (Equation 3.14).
ij

and the relative electron densities f
ijk

slice of

3. Use of the Wand the slice positions telative to the
k

plane of interest (slice of interest) to determine the

position, z , of the avetage scattering slice.
eft

4. Calculation of F and
I

portions of the weighting

F, the position independent
m

factors W (Equation 3.23).
ij

5. Calculation of d"', the equivalent water depth with

respect to the current setup, tor each point on the dose

calculation grid •..
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6. Calculation of the primary and scattered components of

the dose at each grid point in the average slice.

7. Calculation of the weighting factors W for eacb point
ij

in the average slice by combining the values of the

primary and scattered radiation components with the

position independent terms F and F (Equation 3.22).
1 m

This procedure must be repeated for each. point in the

dose calculation grid.

,..,
8. Using the W , calculate the value of €, for each point

ij r

in the dose calculation grid (Equation 3.15).

9. Calculate the wate·r-equivalent tissue-air ratio, T (d,r) ,

and the patient dose for each point in the dose

calculation grid.

10. Calculate the equivalent tissue-air ratio T (d" ,e r) and
r

the correction factor CF (Equation 3.20).

11. Calculate the corrected dose.

The system outlined here uses a 128 pixel by 128 pixel dose

calculation grid. Since the dose grid· pixel size is therefore 2.5

times the pixel size of the 320 by 320 CT slice, for the most

common CT slice thorax pixel size of l.lmm., the most common thorax

dose grid pixel size is 2.75_.

Recall from Section 1.3 that for the 24 points in the . Rando

phantom inclusion of an equivalent water depth heterogeneity

correction to compensate for errors in the calculated primary dose

reduced the maximum absolute difference between measured and
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calculated dose values from 32 percent to 6.9 percent, or by about

25 percent. The use of the equivalent tissue-air ratio method to

correct for calculation errors in both the primary and scattered

components reduced the maximum absolute difference only an
.

additional 2.9 percent. Clearly most of the errors in the

water-equivalent patient dose distributition occured in estimating

the dose resulting from the primary component of the radiation,

while the scatter correction might be viewed as a second order

correction. Since the majority of the computation in calculating

the equivalent tissue-air ratio correction factor involves
"., ,.,

calculating e, it was decided to calculate ! on a compressed
r r

version of the 128 by 128 dose calculation grid. A 32 pixel by 32

pixel grid is used. In this way each 6' calculation, or scattering
r

correction grid, pixel contains 16 pixels of the dose calculation

grid. All dose calculation pixels contained within a single

scatterin-g correction grid pixel will be assigned that scattering

correction grid pixel'-s value of g .

r

Repeating for the sake of clarity, both the dose calculation

grid and the scattering grid cover the same area •. The dose

calculation grid is 128 pixels by 128 pixels, the scattering

correction grid 32 pixels by 32 pixels.

The driver program for the dose calculation routines is TP. A

listing of all the programs and routines in this chapter appear in

Appendix C in the volume of listings. Now consider each of the

eleven steps and the associated subroutines in detail.
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PROGRAM TP

Driver program.

SUBROU'1'INB AVIRAGB SLICB
-

Calculates the average scattering plane using all available
CT slice data.

SUBROU'l'INB WBIGRTS

Calculate the position independent components of the weighting
factors.

SUBROtJ'l'INB BQOIV WATER DBPTH
- -

Calculate the equivalent water depth of each point in the dose
calculation grid. This is done by converting to a polar grid,
summing along beam lines and converting back to the Cartesian

grid.

SUBROU'l'INB SCATTER INTEG
-

Calculate the beam scaling factors, g , and determine th�
r

selection grid to avoid calculating dose values where the dose
is known to be zero.

SUBROU!INB POINTS

Calculate the water-equivalent dose, correction factor and
corrected dose for each point in the dose calculation grid.

I'igu�e 3-3: Block diagram of program TP

M

3.2.3 Calculation of the W , 6 and z

k if eff
The first three steps above are all implemented in subroutine

AVERAGE_SLICE and subroutines called by AVERAGE_SLICE.
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AVERAGE SLICE first reads in the slice file header disc files
-

for all the slices in the current CT scan. This is done to

determine which slices were stored in disc files and the positions

of those slices stored for use in determing slice position relative

to the slice of interest.

The slice boundaries are calculated at half way between the

current slice poSition and the slice positions of the two adjacent

slices. Unfortunately the positions of CT slices in a single scan

do not in- general vary monotonically with the slice number.

Therefore the slices are· reordered so that their positions are

montonically increasing by subroutine BUBBLE_SORT.

Recalling the expression for W (Equation 3.16) it is clear
�. k

that the values of the distribution 6 depend only on the field
ij

size, and not on the orientation of the field. The 6 can be
ij

determined on the 'fixed Cartesian grid defined by the input CT

scan. Further, if there is more than one setup which uses the same

field sise, varying the port angle or the wedge factor, the same

distribution of l
ij

number of different field sizes and assigns to each setup the

#'!!*
correct set of 5 •

ij

can be used. AVERAGE SLICE determines the total
-

Once the total number of different field sizes has been

determined, those irradiated slices which were stored as disc files

are read in one at a time, ordered as explained above. The byte CT

slice is compressed to 32 pixels by 32 pixels and the eight bit CT

number data converted to real relative electron densities by

subroutine DENSITY COMPRESS.
-
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POI' each of the different field sizes subroutine SLICE_WEIGIf'll

(which simply implements Equation$ 3.16 and 3.17) is used to

determine the unnormalised value of W • The 32 by 32 pixels grid of
k

relative el�ctron densities is then multiplied by each weighting

factors and added into the sum for each field size. The weighting

factors are also summed for use in normalisation of the average

slice relative electron densities. These normalised 32 by 32 real
w

arrays contain the distribution of the � (Equation 3.14).
ij

The obvious manner of calculating z ",culd be to substitute
eff

the calculated slice weights and relative slice positions into

Equation 3.19. This is not the approach which has been implemented

because Equation 3.19 assumes that the CT slices in the scan are

uniformly spaced in the z direction and that the scan contains

slice data on both sides of the slice of interest for at least as

far as the boundaries of all of the irradiated volumes. This is

frequently not the case in diagnostic CT scans. During a CT scan·

the operator often varies the slice .positions based on the

information in previous slices. It was therefore decided to provide

a look up table for z corresponding to commonly used field
eff

sizes. '.Phe result is a two dimensional array with one index giving

the dimension of the field in the plane of interest· from 40mm to

300mm in lOmm steps, and the other index the field dimensions

orthogonal to the plane of interest for the same range and

resolution. These values are reproduced in Appendix A. For each

different field size the value of z was determined by
eff

calculating W at O.lmm intervals and applying Equation 3.19.
k
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3.2.3.1 Subroutine �BNS%TY COMPRBSS
.

- .

This routine converts the byte CT number grid into a 32 pixels

by 32 pixels real grid containing the average relative electron

density in each 10 by 10 subgrid of the CT number grid. Before the

value of an input pixel is added into the sum for an output pixel

it is first converted from a byte CT numer to a real relative

electron density by use of a look up table (see Appendix A). The

conversion values in the look up table are experimentally

determined and both the experiment and the results appear in

Section 5.1.

This routine is in fact capable of eompressing any square grid

into a smaller square grid. In this more general case the number of

input pixel values averaged to produce ·the output pixel value will

vary from pixel to pixel of the output grid.

3.2.3.2 Calculation of P and P , the position independent
1 •

WEIGHTS.

�

As mention� above, the values of 6 are calculated for each
r ..

�
pixel in a 32 by 32 Cartesian grid. Similarly the values of � are

ij
calculated for a 32 by 32 Cartesian grid. Recall the definition of

P and F (Equation 3.23) which indicated that
1 m

F = F (d ,d,z )
1 1 x y eff

(3.25)
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and

p • P (d ,d,z )
m m x y eff

(3.26)

Por a single beam setup the field size, and therefore z , is
eff

fixed. Purther, only a discrete set of values of d and d need to
x y

be considered. If we let

d • d *increment
x i

and

d • d *increment
y j

(3.27)

then

F • F (d ,d )
1 1 i j

and

F • F (d ,d )
m m i j

(3.28)

where -increment- is the pixel size in both the scattering

correction grid and the grid on which P and F are calculated.
1 m

Clearly the values ·of F and F must be calculated for all
1 m

realizable differences in the indices between pixels in the 32

pixels by 32 pixels grids, that is d and d in the range -31 to
i j

31. It is therefore necessary to calculate the values of F and F
1 m

for a 63 by 63 element array. Actually, in· order to permit

subroutine REAL_ROTATE_COMPRESS (Section 3.2.5.1) to rotate the
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values of F and P from the frame of reference of any beam setup
1 m

into the fixed frame defi.ned·by the input CT scan, the values of r
1

and P are calculated for d and d in the range -49 to 49 using a
m i j

correspondingly smaller value of the pixel size. Recall that F and
1

F are defined
.

with respect to the central axis of. the radiation
m

beam.

WEIGHTS simply calculates the value of d and d corresponding
x

.

y
and then calls either OCI (for correctionto each pai� of d and d

i j
method 3) or U OF S (for correction method

- ....
4) to determine the

values of F and F for the given separations.
1 •

3.2.3.3 Subroutines OCI and U OP S
- -

AS mentioned in Section 3.1.6 the only major difference

between the values of F and F used in . the Ontario Cancer
1 m

Institute system and the University of Saskatchewan system is a

multiplier of IlL used in the Ontario Cancer Institute sy-ste••

Other than this the two routines OCI and U_OF_S are identical. From

Equation 3.23, F and F for the University of Saskatchewan system
1 m

are each composed of three terms.

1. The probability of a photon being scattered fro. the

scattering point at P in the direction of the point of

interest at R. For F this is given by the Klein-Nishina
1

probability and· for F by the average collision cross

m

section. Both of these quantities are defined by Evans

[7]. Both of these quantities give the probability per

unit solid angle and must be divided by the square of

the separation between P and R (the parameter b in

Figure 3-1) to give the probability per unit area.
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2. The probability that a photon scattered at p towards R

will not be scattered again betore reaching R. For both

P and P
1 m

separation, b, times the linear attenuation coefficient.

this is given by the exponential of the

3. The traction of the energy of all photons which pass

through a small volume at R which is deposited there.

This is given

coefficient.

by the mass energy attenuation

The �alues of all of these quantities depend upon the energy

of the photon. In addition the Ilein-Nishina probability also

depends upon the required scattering angle. Only the Klein-Nishina

probability can be calculated using a closed form solution. The

�alues of all the other terms must be calculated using

interpolation of measured values.

3.2.3.4 Subroutine KLBIR NISBlRA
-

This routine calculates the value of the Klein-Nishina

probability using Equation 3-13 of Bvans [7}.

(3.29)

-15
where r is the classic electron radius (2.818* 10 m), oc. is the

o
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incident energy of the photon in electron rest mass units, and eis·

the scattering angle.

KLEIN_MISHINA also returns the energy of the scattered photon.

3.2.3.5 Subroutines TOfAL CROSS SBerIOR, LINBAR ATTBlUATIOR COBPP
- - - �

and MASS ENERGY COEPP
- -

�hese three routines determine the values for water of the

average collision cross section, the linear attenuation coefficient

and the mass energy attenuation coefficient respectively. All of

these quantities are energy dependent and for a particular energy

are calculated using linear interpolation of tabulated values. The

sets of tabulated values are first used to produce a look up
.. table

with the entries corresponding to five percent increments in photon

energy_ Por a given input energy the routines first determine

which two elements of the look up table bracket the input energy •. ·

The output value is then determined by linear interpolation using

the values in these two locations in the look up table.

3.2.4 Determination of the equivalent water depth d#

�he equivalent water depth at each point in the 128 by 128

pixels dose calculation grid is determined by subroutine

EQUIV WATER DEPTH.
- -

For any point the equivalent water depth is given· by the

integral of the relative electron densities along the line joining

the point and the source. As can be seen from Pigure 3-4, when the

relative electron densities are known on a discrete Cartesian g·rid

the calculation of the lIne sums presents a problem since different

lengths of the path pass through different pixels. The procedure
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of calculating the line sums is similar to the process of

backprojection in fan beam CT reconstruction. To eliminate this

problem, for each beam setup the 128 by 128 pixels Cartesian

relative electron density grid is converted to a 128 by 128 pixels

discrete polar coordinate distribution centered on the beam source.

In this way determining the line sums reduces to summing those

elements of the polar grid with the same value of as the pixel of

interest, but with a smaller value of r. EQUIV_WATER_DEPTH first

determines the position of the source with respect to the center of

the Cartesian array and then calls subroutine ROTATE COMP_POLAR to

calculate the values at the pixels of the polar grid. Subroutine

SUM then determines the line sums in the polar coordinate system.

These sum values are then multiplied by the physical distance

corresponding to the pixel size in the r direction to produce the

equivalent water depth of each pixel in the polar grid. Finally

subroutine POLAR_CART_ROTATE converts the polar coordinate

equivalent water depths into a 128 pixels by 128 pixels Cartesian

grid of equivalent water depths with respect to the given beam

setup in the fixed frame of reference corresponding to the input CT

slice.

3.2.4.1 Subroutine ROTATB_COMPRESS_POLAR

This routine converts a square Cartesian grid into an

equivalent compressed polar coordinate grid. centered on any given

point in the plane. In general this involves changing the shape

of the pixels, as well as rotation of the axis. The value of. a�y

output pixel is the average of the values of all those input pixels

whose centres lie within the output pixel. It is because of this
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Pigure 3-4: Deter_ing the line sum for fan lines on a

Cartesian grid.

averaging that the input Cartesian array must contain substantially

more elements (substantially smaller pixels) than the output polar

array. Otherwise there lIlay exist some output pixels in the region

of overlap in which no input pixel centres lie, the values of which

would therefore be' undefined. It is easily shown that for the

rotation of a Cartesian grid into a second Cartesian grid, if the

output grid pixel size is at least 1.414 times the input pixel size

the values of all output pixels in the overlap region will be

defined. For rotation of a Cartesian grid into a polar grid no

such standard ratio of pixel sizes exists. In a polar grid the

area occupied by each pixel decreases as the value of the l'

component decreases. Purther, polar coordinate pixels are neither

square nor of any constant shape. The necessary ratio of input

pixel size to output pixel size is highly dependent upon the

smallest value of the r component for pixels in the overlap region.
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So long as the pixel size in the r direction is at least 1.414

times the pixel size in the input Cartesian grid and the minimum

length of any side of a pixel in the overlap region is at least as

great as the input grid pixel size the values of all the output

pixels in the overlap region will be defined.

For the case encountered in the calculation of the equivalent

water depth, the desired size of the polar grid is 128 pixels by

128 pixels. An input Cartesian grid of 184 pixels by 184 pixels

(just slightly greater than 1.414 times 128) guarantees that all

pixels in the overlap region will be defined for CT slices up to

480mm in diameter, assuming an 800JlUll source· to axis of rotation

(beam reference point) distance •

. The method of implementing this rotation and compression in

ROTATE COMP POLAR is as follows.
- -

Even though the beam central axis passes through the setup

reference point, all & values in the polar grid are refenced to the

line joining the source and the centre of the Cartesian grid. Si.nce
I

the polar grid is only used to deteJ;'mine the sums of the relative
I

electron densities along paths corresponding to fixed values of e ,

the actual value of & is not important. This modification

streamlines the calCUlations. The program first reads in from a

disc file the lengths and rotations from the positive x-axis of the
!

lines joining the centre of the Cartesian grid and the centre of

each pixel in the upper half of the Cartesian grid. Values for

pixels in the lower half of the grid are determined by symmetry.
I

These data, and the length and rotation of the line jOining· the
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source and the centre of the Cartesian grid, define for each pixel

two sides of a triangle and the included angle. Using the' array
!

internal language (VPCIOO) routine CARPOL the r value ofprocessor

each pixel, with respect to the source, is calculated using the

cosine law. CARPOL also calculates the relative $ value of the
I

pixel using the sine law. Pinally CARPOL normalises and quantizes

the values of rand e so that they will correspond to the indices
I

of the polar grid. The input pixel value is then added to the SUIll

for the polar pixel in which the input pixel centre lies.

3.2.4.2 Subcoutin. POLAR CARr· R�ATB
- -

• p
ur

p •

• p .

lr

I

I

Pigur. 3 ....5: Geometry for bilinear interpolation on four points.

This routine is in a sense the inverse of subroutine

the I inputROTATE COMP POLAR.
- -

However, unlike RO'l'ATE_COMP_POLAR,

grid and the output grid eonatin the same number of pixels. CARPOL

is again called to determine the poSition of the centre of: each
I

Cartesian pixel with respect to the polar grid. Rather than

averaging over a number of input pixel values to determine· an

output pixel valu., bilinear interpolation is used with the values
I
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I

I
in the polar array to determine theof the four closest pixels

output Cartesian grid pixel value. Osing the notation in Figure 3-5

the dose at point P, D[P], is given by

D[P1 • d d Drp 1 + (l-d)d D[P ] +

x y ur x y ul

d (l-d ) D[P ] + u-e i u-e i D[P ]
x Y 11' X Y 11

'(3.30)

where d and d are dimensionless fractions of the increment.
x y

Clearly the interpolation method is most accurate if the polar

pixels are approximately rectangular •.

I
6,

.

7 and 8
I

above, are implemented in subroutine SCATTER INTEG. This routine.

first rotates and compresses the two -49 to 49 by -49 to 49 I gr�dS
containing the calculated values of F and I' (see section 3.2.3.2)

1 m i
in the frame of the beam central axis into -31 to 31 by -31 to 31

I

grids in the fixed reference. frame using subroutine

3.2.5 Tbe calculation of Tea,O), 8(a,r), Wand l
ij r

All of these calculations, which comprise steps

REAL_ROTATE_COMPUSS.

To calculate the W it is also necessary to determine the
ij

value of T(a,O) and S(a,r) for each pixel in the grid on which I'
1

and I' are defined. This is done by subroutine TAR SAR. Then for
III

-

I
each pixel in the scattering correction grid the values of

'1'(a,O),P, S(a,r) and I' are combined (Equation 3.22) to produce
1 m I

the weighting factors, W , for each pixel in the average slice of
ij . I

r
,
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1

re1ative.e1ectron densities. The weighted average of electron

densities is then calculated and normalised as indicated in

Subroutine TAR SAR also calculates a selection array which

indicates those scattering correction grid pixels in which' t is
I

known that there is no dose to the patient. The value of g
,

is not
r

calculated for these pixels. This selection grid is also used to

determine those pixels of the dose calculation grid for which it is

r.J
Equation 3.15 to determine the value of e .

r

unnecessary to calculate a dose value or correction factor.

3.2.5.1 Subroutine REAL ROTATE COMPRESS
- -

This routine functions in a similar fashion to subroutine

ROTATE_COMP_POLAR, except that both the input and the output !gridS
are Cartesian. Since the process of determining the posit�on of

I
the centre of each pixel with respect to the rotated Cartesian grid

to the polar gridl the
I

is much simpler than it is with respect

calculation is done in the VAX, rather than the array processor.

3.2.5.2 Subroutine,TAR SAR

This routine is based heavily on SCF routine POINTS (see

Section 3.2.6). It simply determines the value of X and Y

corresponding to the centre of each pixel and then calls SCF

subroutine PTXOYO which calculates the values of the primary

component and the scattered component of the dose at theigiven
I

point. If the University of Saskatchewan heterogeneity correction
I

is being used a correction for the beam divergence is also
I

included. Whether the dose at the point is nonzero is also retained

for calculating the selection array using subroutine ADJACENT.
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I

ADJACENT indicates those pixels of the selection array where the

dose is nonzero and those pixels which are adjacent to a
I pixel

where the dose is nonzero. The inclusion of these adjacent pixels

guarantees that for all pixels in the dose calculation grid I where
there is any chance that the dose may be nonzero the dose is

actually calculated.

3.2.6 Calculation of the water-equivalent dose and the dose

correction factor.

The final three steps above are

I

I
implemented in modified

versions of SCP routines POINTS and PTXOYO. Subroutine POINTS
I

calculates the values of X and Y at the centre of each pixel in the

128 by 128 pixels dose calculation grid. The routine i then

determines the corresponding values of d� from the grid of
,..,

equivalent water depths and e from the scattering correction. grid.
r

These parameters, as well as X and T, are passed to subroutine

PTXOYO. PTXOYQ calculates the primary and scattered components of

the dose in the manner described in Section 2.2. The correction

factor is also determined in PTXOYO so that the dose returned is in
I

fact, except for a correction for beam divergence, the corrected

dose.

3.2.7 Other routines

A nuntber of other routines are also used in prOC)ram TP.I Most

of these routines implment I/O or housekeeping tasks.

-FOPEN: this modified SCF routine reads in file

"idnumber"TPS.RMS which contains the information from

prOCJram INIT. This
I

includes the beam setup parameters,
I

the external contour points and the 184 by 184 pixels
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grid of the relative electron density distribution for

the slice of interest.

-CALC: this modified SCF routine functions primarily as a

driver for' subroutines BMPEN, TRANS, EQUIV_WATER_DEPTS,

SCATTER_INTEG, NONZERO_GRID, REPPT, POINTS and PEND. CALC

also determines the angular poSitions of the fixed fields

which are used to approximate the dose distribution

prOduced by an arc. Dose distributions for arcs are

approximated by a series of fixed fields spaced at

roughly ten degree increments between the start angle and

the stop angle of the arc.

-BMPEN: this SCP routine reads in the central axis dose

data look up table for cobalt-60 radiation.

-TRANS: this SCP routine transforms the external contour

points from the fixed reference frame to a frame oriented

such that the beam central axis lies along the y-axis,

with the source located on the positive y-axis. The

origin in the transformed frame is the point where the

line joining the source and the beam setup reference

point intersects the external contour.

-NONZERO GRD: this routine calculates the nonzero dose

selection array for methods 0, 1 and 2, where

SCATTER INTEG is not called but it is still desirable to

avoid unnecessary calculation of dose values.

-REPPT: This modified SCF routine calculates the dose to
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the setup reference point for use in normalising the

calculated dose distribution.

-FEND: this modified SCF routine stores on disc the dose

distribution for each beam setup. �he disc file is called

or

�idnumberRRsliceRARsetupR.DOS, . where RsliceR is the

. number of the slice of interest. For example,.

192587F2.DOS is the dose distribution for the second

field for slice of interest the seventb slice of C� scan

number 19258.
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4. INTERACTIVE FIELD SUMMATION AND DOSE DISPLAY

4.1 Introduction

The routines discussed in the previous chapter generate as

their final product the dose produced by each setup at the centre

of every pixel of a 128 by 128 element Cartesian grid. The final

problems which must be addressed by this treatment planning system

are the summation, with variable relative weights, of the dose

distributions from a number of different setups, and the

presentation of the summed distribution in a format which is

meaningful and convenient for the physicist or clinician. The ease

with which the distribution data may be manipulated will determine

to a large extent the suitability.of the system for interactive

pseudo-optimization of treatment plans by the operator.

4.2 Interactive Pseudo-optimization of Treatment Plans

Though there exist computer treatment plan optimization

programs, these are not commonly used in working clinics. It is in

fact very difficult to determine quantitativly what constitutes an

optimum dose distribution. A more common approach is for the

physicist, te�hnologist or clinician to consider a number of

treatment plans in which the parameters and weights for the

different setups have been varied and to chose that plan which is,

in some subjective sense, optimum. If the treatment planning system

permits the variation of parameters and weights interactively this

approach may be refer�ed to as interactive pseudo-optimization. It

is highly desirable that any treatment planning system be easily

used for this application.
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4.3 Data Output Pormat

The approach chosen for presentation of dose data is in the

form of a digital image. This approach was chosen for four reasons.

1. The dose distt.ibution is known on a· two dimensional

fin.ite discrete domain, ideal for use in defining a

digital image.

2. To make interactive pseudo-optimization convenient and

reliable the operator must be experienced at

interpreting dose data in the format used, or' at least

in a similar format. A very common method of presenting

dose data is as isodose lines. An isodose line is the

contour which joins together all those points in the

patient which receive the same' dose. That is"

presentation of the data in a two dimensional visual

format, an image.

3. The availability of the Comtal 20 image processing

system.

4. The prior use of CT image data within the system makes

it natural to use these images in conjunction with the

dose distribution data to provide rapid and accurate

orientation of the dose distribution with respect to

patient anatomy.

Unfortunately the generati�n of an image which shows

accurately a set of isodose lines overlying the CT image requires a

large amount of computation. Consequently the elapsed time between

displaying different summed dose distributions is not compatible
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with efficient interactive pseudo-optimization. For this reason a

total of three different display formats are provided.

1. A four bit grey scale range, 256 by 256 pixels CT image

overlayed with a fifteen colour 128 by 128 pixels filled

dose distribution display. That is, all pixels which

correspond to a dose which lies between two specified

dose levels are assigned the same colour. See Figure

4-2. This display can be generated rapidly and is quite

acceptable for rough pseudo-optimization.

2. A four bit grey scale range, 256 by 256 pixels CT image

overlayed with a fifteen colour 512 by 512 pixels filled

dose di'stribution display. See Pigure 4-3. Dose values
"

are determined by bilinear interpOlation of the values

in the 128 by 128 calculated dose distribution (see

section 4.4.2.2). The creation of images using-this

format is too slow for use' in interactive treatment

planning.

3. A 7.9 bit grey seale range, 256 by 256 pixels CT image

overlayed with 15 coloured isodose lines. See Figure

4-4 •. These lines are determined using a 512 by 512

interpolated dose distribution and an edge detection

algorithm which will be outlined in Section 4.4.3.·As

mentioned this format is much. too slow for use in

interactive pseudo-optimization.

The fine resolution filled display (format 2) is included for two'

reasons. First it is generated.as an intermediate step in the

calculation of isodose lines and was therefore available with
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little additional programming effort. Second, in certain cases it

provides a presentation of the dose distribution data· which is

superior to either of the other methods.

The suggested applications of these different display formats

for interactive operation is to use format 1 to greatly reduce· the

number of candidate plans. The most likely plans can then be

processed to produce either isodose lines or the fine resolution

filled display.

4.4 Prograa PIBLDSUM

All the procedures outlined so far in this chapter have been

implemented in program FIELDSUM. Listings for all programs and

subroutines mentioned in this chapter appear in Appendix D in the

volume of listings •

.The program first establishes the dose ranges which. are to be

associated with each of the fifteen colours. Provision has been

made for the use of either an operator defined set of ranges or of

the default set shown in Table 4-1. Operator definition of colour

ranges is done using subroutine COLOR SETUP.
-

Dose levels are generally given as percentage dose relative to

the dose received at a given reference point. In order to establish

the position within the patient of the reference point subroutine

REP_POINT is called. This routine first displays on the Comtal an

eight bit grey scale range, 256 by 256 pixels compressed version of

the CT slice of interest. Recall that this compressed slice was

generated in program INIT (see Section 2.3.4). The operator then

indicates the desired position of the reference point using the
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PROGRAM I'IBLDSUM

Driver program. Also reads in the dose distribution for each
arc or field and sums these distributions with relative weights

input by the operator.

SUBROUTINB COLOR_SETUP
�

Permits the operator to input any sequence of dose level
ranges if the default ranges are not satisfactory.

SUBROtJ'fINB RIP_PO1M

Displays the CT slice that the operator indicate
101

so can
the point whose dose is to define the 100' dose level.

SUBROUTINB COARSB DISPLAY
-

Displays, usin9 the Comtal 20, the four bit representation '"

of the CT slice of interest overlayed with the calculated
128 by 128 dose distribution shown with colours.

SUBROU'l'INB SMOOTB.DISPLAY
-

Displays, usin9 the Comtal 20, the four bit representation
of the CT sli.ce of interest overlayed with a 512 by 512 •

dose distribution shown with colours. This 512 by 512
distribution is calculated by interpolation on the

128 by 128 dose distribution.

StJBROtJ'l'lNB LINBS
-

Displays, usin9 the Comtal 20, the 7.9 bit representation
of the C'r slice of interest with superimposed

isodose lines.

Plgure 4 ....1: Block diagram of program FIELDSUM
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Percentage Dose

Range
Colour

30% to 40%
40% to 50%
50% to 60%
60% to 70%
70% to 80%
80% to 85%
85% to 90%
90% to 95%
95% to 100%

100% to 105%
105% to 110%
110% to 115%
115% to 120%
120% to 125%
125% plus

dark blue
medium blue
light blue
turquoise
dark green
forest green
light green
dark orange .

1 ight or-ange
yellow
dark pink

medium pink
light pink
white
red

Table 4-1: Default relative dose level ranges and

corresponding colours •..

track ball controlled cursor.

In order that the contrast in the underlying CT scan may be

maximized, grey scale transformation is· also available. After use

in positioning the reference point, the CT slice image may be used
.

in defining a grey scale transformation in the function memories

(look up tables) of the Comta1. The operator then indicates which

function memory contains the desired look up table, or alternately

if a linear transformation generated by the program is to be used.

The desired transformation will then be incorporated in the grey

scale levels of the CT slice on which the coloured dose

distribution is overlayed.
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A maximum of ten 128 by 128 element real a,rrays containing the

dose distributions produced by individual arcs and fields are·read

into a three dimensional atray. The operator next indicates the

weighting factor for each arc or field. After the weighted fields

have been summed the resulting real array is scaled with respect to

the reference point dose and quantized into a byte array· (this is

in fact done in the display routines, but is included here for the

sake of clarity in the discussion of subroutine COLOR_SETUP). The

operator indicates which of the three display formats is to be used

and subroutine COARSB_DISPLAY,
for format 1,2 or 3, respecively.

SMOOTH DISPLAY or LINES is called
-

The arc and field weighting factors may be changed without

reinitializing.

4.4.1 Subroutine COLOR SETUP
-

This routine permits the operator to define arbitrary.

boundaries between dose ranges. It returns two arrays. The 'first

is a 256 element byte look up table which is used to convert the

scaled and quantized dose values into colours for output to the

Comtal. The second is a two dimensional array which contains the

ASCII code of the captions which will be used to indicate the dose

range corresponding to each displayed colour.

It should be noted that though a maximum of only fifteen

visible colours is ever displayed, in fact sixteen colours are

defined. The first colour, corresponding to the lowest dose levels,

is ·clear· and as such is not visible when displayed.

To simplify operator input of dose ranges it is assumed that
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the ranges are to be contiguous and therefore only the lower

boundary of the dose range for each visible colour must be input.

It' is assumed that the ·clear" dose range extends from zero percent

dose to the lower boundary of the first visible colour.

As the boundaries for each colour are input the integer values

are converted to three character ASCII code using subroutine

INT_ASCII. These codes are then loaded into the caption array.'

4.4.2 Subroutines COARSE DISPLAY and SMOOTS DISPLAY
- -

Pigure 4 ...2: An example of display method 1, 128 by 128 dose

display. Captions at top give colour to dose range
correspondence.

Since these routines are identical in many ways they will' be

considered together. Pirst the characteristics which they have in

common will be identified, then their differences. There are six

common stages.

1. Conversion of the real array of unnormalized dose values
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Pigure 4-3: An example of display method 2, 512 by 512 dose

display. Captions at top give colour. to dose r�nge
correspondence.

into quantized byte values which have been scaled with

respect to the reference point dose and truncated at the

maximum displayable dose. The maximum displayable dose

is the lower boundary dose of the highest dose range.

All doses above tbis level will be assigned to the
,

highest dose range regardless of their actual level.

Dose values are truncated to maximize the resolution

available from the 256 levels available in byte format.

2. Conversion of the eight bit dose data into four bit

data. Eaoh possible value corresponds to one of the

sixteen oolours used to display dose levels. This four

bit data is loaded into the high order four bits of the

pixels of the image grid which is to be oopied to the·

Comtal.
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3. Conversion of the eight bit C'r slice data into four bit

data, including application of the grey scale

transformation. This data is loaded into the low order

four bits of the pixels of the image grid.

4. Loading into unused areas of the Comtal image grid

captions which indicate the dose level range

corresponding to each colour, and a 250 millimeter scale

for use in determining physical distances in the final

displayed image.

5. Copying of the image data to theComta1.

6. Calling subroutine COLORS to copy the necessary

pseudoco10ur memories to the Comtal.

Now consider the differences between the two.

4.4.2.1 COARSE DISPLAY
-

This routine outputs a 128 by 128 pixels dose distribution.

The four bit representation of eacb element in the input dose grid

is loaded into all sixteen pixels of the subgrid of the 512 by 512

Comtal image grid which is contained in each pixel of the

calculated dose grid. Similarly each pixel of the CT slice is

loaded into a two pixels by two pixels subgrid.

4.4.2.2 SMOOTH_DISPLAY
This routine· displays a 512 pixels by 512 pixels dose

distribution. Clearly some form of interpolation of the values in

the 128 by 128 pixels calculated dose grid is required. The form of

interpolation chosen is bilinear interpolation as was described in
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Again each CT imag� value is loaded into a two

pixels by two pixels subgrid.

4.4.2.3 Subroutine COLOas

The displayed colour corresponding to a given input byte value

is determined by three look up tables, corresponding to green, red

and blue, called the pseudocolour memories. These are defined and

copied to the Comtal 20 by subroutine COLORS.

As mentioned above, the value of each pixel copied to the

Comtal consists of four bits of dose range., or colour,. data and

four bits of CT image grey scale data. To understand how a value in

a pseudocolour memory is determined, consider first the base

colours, that is, the colours displayed when the underlying CT

image has grey scale value zero. The maximum level of the

contributions of any of the primary colours used to define a base

colour is 127. This leaves the remaining 128 levels available in

each eolour for use in defining the underlying grey seale. Por

those familiar with the operation of the Comtal, this is similar to

.

the approach used for producing transparencies of graphics.

4.4.3 Subroutine LINBS .

It is possible to view this routine as an extension of

subroutine SMOOTH_DISPLAY, but since it uses a much different

approach to displaying the data it was decided to implement it as a

separate routine.

In the identical manner to SMOOTH_DISPLAY, LINES generates a

512 by 512 grid in which the high order four bits of each pixel

indicate the assigned dose range. This grid is then used to
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Pigure 4-4: An example of display method 3, isodose lines.
Captions at top give colour to dose range correspondence

determine the edge of each region.

Since no CT grey scale' info�ation has been included in the

pixel values, any difference in value between two pixels in the

grid indicate that they belong to different dose ranges. TherefOre,

if the value of a pixel is different from the value of any of the

eight adjacent pixels, then the central pixel is part of the edge

of its dose range region. By changing the selection criteria from

that the central pixel is different from an adjacent pixel to

requiring that the central pixel be greater than at least one of

the adjacent pixels, only the lower boundary of each region -is

defined. These lower boundaries form the isodose lines. A pixel

which forms part of an isodose line is assigned a value in the

range 241-2S5 in the Comtal image grid, depending upon the isodose

line to which the pixel is assigned.
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Next the· 256 grey scale levels in the input CT image are

converted to 241 levels (0-240) and these values are loaded into

those elements of the Comtal image grid which do not form part of

any isodose line. The captions indicating the correspondance

between colours and dose ranges as well as the 250mm seale are

added to the image grid, which is then copied to the Comtal.

Finally the pseudocolour memories, in which the first 241

elements contain grey seale definitions and the last fifteen

elements contain colour definitions, are copied out to the Comtal.
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5. HSUL'lS

The ex:periments and l;esults which will be described in this

chapter can be divided into two parts, intermediate results which

are incorporated into the finished system, and the results of

experiments to test the finished system.

5.1 Inter••diate Results

Only one type of intermediate result is used by the system, a

look up table for the conversion of byte CT number data into real

relative electron densities.

RELATIVE EFFECTIVE AVERAGE
MATERIAL ELECTRON ATOMIC CT

DENSITY NUMBER NUMBER

Hexane 0.690 5.37 89.06
Benzene 0.851 5.70 107.22

Ethyl Acetate 0.883 6.52 112.66
Dimethyl Formamide 0.936 6.37 118.07
Acetyl Acetone 0.944 6.47 119.93

Water 1.000 7.42 129.04

Ethyl Glycol 1.095 6.82 137.56
Calcium Chloride 1.088 10.19 151.60

(10' Aqueous)

Calcium Chloride 1.175 11.76 172.98
(20' Aqueous)

Glycerol 1.233 6.85 153.32
Carbon Tetrachloride 1.382 16.50 255.00

Table 5-1, Liquids used in calibrating the GB 8800 CT scanner for
conversion from byte CT number to relative electron density.

The liquids listed in Table 5-1 were scanned using the GE 8800

CT scanner at university Hospital. The liquids were placed in the

centre of the RMI phantom described in Figure 5-1 and scanned·using

the standard CT scanner parameters for an adult head sean. The

average CT number for each liquid was determined by averaging . the

CT numbers of all pixels in a 20 pixel (16mm) diameter circle
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I'igure S.1: RMI phantOlII used in scanning the liquid.a in
'l'able 5-1.
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0.96 1.28 1.60

BYTE CT NUMBER .

Pigare 5-2: Graph of relative electron density as a function
of byte CT number. Measured values from Table 5-1 are

shown as crosses. 'lhe curve used to define the conversion
look up table is shown as a solid line.

located at the centre of the sample of liquid.

Figure 5-2 shows the experimental data points plotted along

with the curve which is used to define the conversion look up

table. The curve is composed of two linear segments, the first for

soft tissues and lung (CT numbers in the range 0 to 140), the

second for bone (CT numbers in the range 140 to 255). The
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positioning of the first line s�ent is obvious frODl the data

points corresponding to those liquids with effective atomic number

close to those of soft tissues. The positioning of the second line

segment is more difficult. The effective at01lic number of bone is

typically in the range 11 to 14 [11]. This is greater than the

effective atomic numbers of the calcium chloride solutions and less

than the effective atomic number of carbon tetrachloride. The slope

of the' second line segment was calculated as the average of the

slopes of the three lines which join water to each of, the two

Qa1cium chloride solutions and carbon tetrachloride on the graph.

The equations of the two lines are

e • 0.00775(C'l' number) CT number less than 140

g-0.0031826(CT number)+0.63943 CT number greater than 140

(5.1)

The actual look up table generated using these equations appears in

Appendix A.

5.2 Systea Test Results

S.2.l Comparison with measured data

Sontag [26] gives data measured using phantoms for the three

situations which appear in Figures 5-4, 5-5 and 5-6. These graphs

also show (solid line) the corresponding values calculated

heterogeneity correction method 4. Before considering

individual graphs certain common points should be considered.

USing

the

As stated above, the measured data are drawn froll Sontag [26],

they were not obtained using the cobalt-60 treatment machine at
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see. However, the calculated values are based on central axis data

for the see machine (see Section 6.3). The beam profile and energy

spectrum may vary between the different cobalt-60 machines. For

this reason the data presented by Sontag· can not be used to

quantitatively assess the accuracy of the University of

Saskatchewan treatment· planning system. Also, Sontag did not

include the SSD used in measuring his data. An SSD of 670mm was

used in determining the calculated data.

The calculated values display a distinct ·staircase· effect.

This is an artifact caused by the use of a 128 by 128 pixels dose

calculation grid and a 32 by 32 pixels scattering correction grid.

When a phantom contains a large, abrupt interface between two

materials with·very different electron densities the values in the

scattering correction grid change rapidly. This causes a jump in

the correction factor every four points. A plot of the correction

factor as a function of depth for a typical patient (Figure 5-3)

indicates that this staircase effect is still present, but not as

pronounced, in dose calculations for a typical patient. In Figure

5-3 the oscillations of the correction factor are caused by the

patient�s vertabra.

5.2.1.1 Figure 5-4

·This graph shows the calculated central axis correction

factors for a lOOmm by 100mm cobalt-60 beam irradiating a simple

three layer phantom. The layer closest to the source is 5mm of

water, the second layer is 105mm of cork (P-0.25), and the final

layer is l50mm of water. The measured and calculated correction

factors agree to within 1.5 percent for all depths up to 200mm.
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Figure 5-3: Central axis correction factors for a typical
patient slice.
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Pigure 5-4: Central axis correction factors as a function of
.

depth for a simple three layered phantom. 100_ by 100mm
coba1t-60 beam. Measured values (26) shown as

crosses, values calculated using correction method 4 shown
as solid line.

The difference between the measured and calculated values could be

explained to some extent if too great an SSD has been used in

determining the calculated values.

5.2.1.2 rigur. 5-5

This graph shows. the calculated central axis correction

factors for a three layered phantom corresponding to three square

cobalt-60 fields. The difference between measured and calculated

values is less than 1 percent for all depths up to 20Omm. Again the

staircase effect is very pronounced.
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Figure 5-5: Central axis correction factors as a function of
depth for a simple three layered phantom. Data shown
for three sizes of cobalt-60 beams. Measured values

[26) shown as crosses, values calculated
using correction method 4 shown as solid line.
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5.2.1.3 Plgure 5-6

This graph shows percentage depth dose along a line orthogonal

to the beam central axis at a depth of 38mm. �he phantom consists

of three slabs parallel.to the beam axis. The central slab is

aluminum (£-2.33) and the two outer slabs are water. The agreement

between measured and calculated values is very good, with a maximum

.difference of less . than 1 percent. Bere the staircase effect

produced by abrupt interfaces parallel to the beam central axis is

demonstrated. The occasional rapid changes in value which appear in

the portion of the graph corresponding to the aluminum

heterogeneity are also special case artifacts. In calculation of

the equivalent water depth, conversion to and from the polar

coordinate grid often distorts the relative electron·densities in

the first row of pixels. For circular CT slice data this has no

effect on the calculated depths, but for a rectangular phantom

which fills the calculation grid the artifacts are produced. These

artifacts have been removed from the water-equivalent phantom

(·Without Al Heterogeneity·) curve for easier comparison.

5.2.2 Dose differences between correction methods 3 and 4

Beterogeneity ·correction methods 3 and 4 are bOth

implementations of the equivalent tissue-air ratio method. As

mentioned in Section 3.1.6, F and F,
1 m

portions of the weighting factors W , differ between the two
ij

correction methods. The effect of this difference was investigated

the position independent

in two experiments.

5.2.2.1 Phantom rotation

Sontag [26] reports the results of an experiment in which the
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Pigure 5-6: Dose profile for a composite phantom made of a
lOOmm slab of aluminum sandwiched between two
volumes of water. Measured values [26] shown

as crosses, values calculated USing correction method 4
shown as solid line.
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METHOD 4 (2)·
METHOD 4 QOTATED (1)
METHOD s ROTATED (1)

(1) Phanto. slices parallel to this pag
(2) Phantom slices perpendicular to this page.

m�__� �__��•

0.00

figure 5-7: Central axis correction factors for a three
slab phantom. The central 30_ slab is aluminum (8=2.33),.'

the outer slabs are polystyren�. Measured data [26]
is shown as crosses. The solid lines show the calculated
correction factors using correction methods 3 and 4,
(1) with the slabs parallel to the plane of interest,
(2) with the slabs orthogonal to the- plane of interest.

Ontario Cancer Institute treatment planning system was used to

calculate correction factors appropriate for the phantom . shown in

Figure 5-7. The phantom consisted of three slabs of material

-parallel to the beam central axis. The central slab was 30mm of

aluminum, the two outer slabs were water-equivalent polystyrene.

Central axis correction factors were calculated for two situations,

first with the slabs orthogonal to the plane of interest, second

with the slabs parallel to the plane of interest. In both

'situations a 100mm by 100mm cobalt-60 field was used. Clearly the

central axis dose values, and therefore the correction factors,
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resulting from a square field should not vary when the phantom is

rotated by ninety degrees. As can be seen from Figure 5-7 this is

the case for correction method 4. At a depth of 70mm the correction

factors for the two situations calculated using correction method 3

are different by approximately 2 percent. Sontag reported similar

results.

5.2.2.2 Comparison with direct numerical integration

Wong, et ale (32] calculated the relative dose contributions

of first and second scattered photons as a function of scattering

site using direct numerical integration. The quantities calculated

correspond closely to T(a,O)F and S(a,r)F as described in Section
1 m

3.1.5. The case reported by Wong, et ale was the relative dose to a

point at depth 100mm in a water phantom of l20mm radius and 200mm

depth irradiated by a parallel field of lOOmm radius and infinite

SSD. Since the dose calculation routines in the University of

Saskatchewan system are unable to handle circular fields the values

of T(a,O)F and S(a,r)F were determined for a 240mm square phantom
1 m

irradiated by a 200mm square field. Graphs of the calculated values

of T(a,O)F and S(a,r)F , as well as the graphs published by wong,
1 m

et ale appear in Pigures 5-8 and 5-9.

For several reasons a quantitative comparison of the graphs is

not possible. First, as described above, the situation modelled by

Wong, et ale is different from that used in the calculation of

T(a,O)F and S(a,r)P • Second,
1 m

are unnormalised. This effect has been minimized by

value of T(a,O)F
1

both correction methods 3 and 4.

the values of T(a,O)P and
1
normalising

-5
80mm depth and 40mm radius to 5.0*10

S (a,r)F
1ft

the

at for

This is the approximate value
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Figure 5-8: A... Iso-contribution contour plot for normalised values·
of T(a,O)F for a 200.. square beam calculated using

1
correction method 4.

B- Iso-contribution contour plot for normalised values
of T(a,O)F for a 200mm square beam calculated using

1
correction method 3.

c- Iso-contribution contour plot of relative first
scattered contribution to total dose with respect to

scattering site. From Wong, et a1. (32].
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Pigure 5-9: A- Iso-contribution contour plot for normalised values
of SCa,r)F for a 200mm square beam calculated using

m

correction method 4.
B- Iso-contribution contour plot for normalised values
of S(a,r)F for a 200mm square beam calculated using

m

correction method 3.
c- Iso-contribution contour plot of relative second
scattered contribution to total dose with respect to

second scattering site. From Wong, et ale (32).

given by wong, et al; as derived from the published graphs.

Finally, SCa,r)F is proportional to the fraction of dose resulting
m
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from multiple scattered, not just second scattered photons.

It is clear from the grapbs that the weighting factors for

correction method 4. are in much better agreement with the published

results than are the weighting factors for correction method 3.

5.2.3 Comparisons of the five heterogeneity correction methods

This section contains a number of photographs showing

calculated dose distributions or the differences between pairs of

dose distributions calculated using different correction methods.

The CT slice chosen as the slice of interest for. the dose

calculations (scan number 19258, slice number 7) is not optimal to

show the advantages of the equivalent tissue-air ratio method. This

was intentional. The comparison of two different correction

techniques is certainly more valid if a typical CT slice is used,

rather than one chosen to fully exploit the advantages of one of

the me thods •

5.2.3.1 Single field

Figure 5-10 shows the dose distribution, calculated USing

correction· method 4, which would be produced by a· single 100mm by

100mm cobalt-60 beam. applied vertically and with the beam central

axis passing through the centre of the CT slice. The 100 percent

dose level is defined as the dose at the centre of the slice. The

most obvious feature of the distribution is the increased

penetration of the radiation behind the low density region seen. as

a dark area in the 125 plus percent (red) region.

Figure 5-11 shows the relative difference between the dose

distribution in Figure 5-10 and the dose distribution for· the
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Figure 5-10: The dose distribution resulting from the application
of a 100mm by 100mm cobalt-60 beam from above. Dose

calculated using correction method 4.
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Pigure 5-11: 'l'he relative difference in dose distributions,
calculated using correetion methods 0 and 4, resulting
from the application of a lOOmm by lOOmm cobalt-60

beam from above.

identical slice of interest and photon beam calculated using

correction method O. Only those pixels which received at least 20

percent of the reference dose are shown. 'l'his eliminates ,the

display of a pixel which has a dose of 1 percent of the reference

dose using one correction method and'3 percent using the other

correction method, a relative difference of 66 percent. I
I

As expected the major differences result from the use of the

actual, rather than the water-equivalent, depth in correction

method o. This is seen in the large differences for tissues
I

underlying either the. low density 'region or the high density

vertabra. The maximum difference is between 13 and 14 percent, and

large differences occur in all dose level ranges.
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Figure 5-12: The relative difference in dose distributions,
calculated usinq correction methods land 4, resulting
from the application of a 100mm by 100mm cobalt-60

beam from above.

Figure 5-12 shows the relative difference between the dose

disttibution in Figure 5-10 . and the dose distribution for the

identical slice of interest and photon beam calculated using

correction method 1. There is a marked improvement over correction

method O. The maximu1ll relative difference is between 8 and 9

percent, with most of the large differences occuring in the regions

corresponding to high dose level ranges. Again most of the large

differences occur in the tissues underlying the low density region.

Correction method 1 corrects properly only the primary component of

the radiation, the change in scattering produced by the low density

region is not correctly compensated for.

Figure 5-13 shows the relative difference between the dose

distribution in Figure 5-10 and the dose distribution for the
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Figure 5-13: The relative difference in dose distributions,
calculated using correction methods 2 and 4, resulting
from the application of a 100mm by 100mm cobalt"60

beam from above.

identical slice' of interest and photon beam calculated
.. using

correction method 2. Bere the maximum 'relative ·difference is

between 4 and 5. percent, with differences in the regions

corresponding to the high dose level ranges in general lower. This
.

is significant since a high relative difference in a region of low

doses corresponds to a much lower absolute error than a large

difference in a region of high dose.

Figure 5-14 shows the relative difference between the dose.

distribution in Pigure 5-10 and the dose distribution for the

identical slice of interest and photon beam calculated using

correction method 3. The maximum relative difference is between 5

and 6 percent. However, the relative difference is less than 2
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rigure 5-14: The relative difference in dose disttibutions,
calculated using correction methods 3 and 4, resulting
from the application of a 100mm by 100mm cobalt-60

beam from above.

percent for all those pixels wh�ch receive greater than 50 pe"rcent

of the reference dose, and less than 1 percent for all those pixels

which receive greater than 125 percent of the reference dose.

5.2.3.2 Three fields

rigure 5-15 shows the dose distribution, calculated using

correction method 4, 'which would be deposited by three 100mm by

100mm cobalt-60 beams equally spaced at 120 degree intervals around

the patient and all centered on the centre of the CT slice. The 100

percent dose level is defined as above. rigure 5-16 is the dose for

the same situation calculated using correction method O. Notice the

difference between the two photographs in the areas of the 100 to

105 percent dose level regions.

Figure 5-17 shows the relative difference between Figures 5-15
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Figure 5-15: The dose distribution resulting from the application
of three equally spaced lOOmm by 100mm coba1t-60 beams.

Dose calculated using correction method 4.
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Pigure 5-16: The dose distribution resulting from the application
of three equally spaced 100.. by lOOmm cobalt-60 beams.

Dose calculated using correction method O.

and 5-16. Compare this with Figure 5-11. Clearly the

water-equivalent patient approximation to the three field· dose

distribution is superior to the same approximation to the single

field dose distribution. This improvement is largely due to

averaging.

5.2.3.3 Execution speeds

Table 5-2 shows the cpu time· and page faults incurred in

calculating either the dose distribution for a single field, or for

a second field (no initialization time), using each of the five

calculation methods. A page fault is when the VAX must swap one of

the pages of the program currently held in memory with a page .in

the virtual memory, which is in fact disc. Though page faults do
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Figure 5-11: The relative'difference in dose distributions,
calculated using correction methods 0 and 4, resulting

from the application of three equally spaced,
100mm by 100mm cobalt-60 beams.

ONE PIELD SECOND PIELD

METHOD CPO TIME PAGE CPO' TIME PAGE
(see) FAULTS (see) FAULTS

0 7.8 692 8.9 . 171
1 13.6 2875 13.8 2206
2 18.3 2949 20.8 1961
3 46.9 3836 40.7 2200
4 47.5 3961 42.5 2909

Table 5-2: Execution times and page faults required for each
of the five eorrection methods. The values for one field

are to calculate the dose distribution for a single
100mm by 100mm cobalt-60 beam from above. The values
labelled seeond field are the additional time and

page faults required to ealculate the dose distribution
for a second 90mm by 110_ cObalt-60 field orthogonal .

to the first.

not· increase the cpu time as charged to the user, they greatly
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increase elapsed time during program execution. The number- of page

faults ineurred is also highly variable so that the values given in

Table 5-2 should be used only as a 9uide. Clearly includinC} a

scattered component correction greatly increases the cpu time.

5.2.3.4 Varying beaa "eightl and rtf.rlnal poln' politioft

Pigure 5-18: The effect on the dose distribution in Pigure 5-15
-

caused by reducing the relative weight of the vertical
photon beam to one half.

The photographs in figures 5-18 and 5-19 are included to show

the effect on the output display of c·hanging the r.lative beam

weights in Pigure 5-15 or of repositioning the reference point- used

to define the 100 percent dose level.
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Pigure 5-19: The effect on the displayed dose distribution in
Pigure 5-15 caused by moving the refer.nce point used .

. to define the 100 percent dose level.
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I. CONCLUSIONS

1.1 SWIII.ry

This thesis has outlined a CT based system for the calculation

of the dose deposited during external beam radiation therapy .. The

system consists of three modules which have been implemented on a

VAX 11/780 using five computer programs.

-Data Acquisition.

-Programs GEVAXCON, CT'l'APEDIS and INIT.

-Patient anatomical data is input to the system in

the form of archival magnetic tapes generated by the

GE 8800 CT scanner at University Hospital.

-Calculation of the Dose Distribution.

-Program TP.

-The dose distribution is calculated on a 128 pixels

by 128 pixels grid using one of five heterogeneity

correction methods. The principle correction method

of this system is the equivalent tissue-air ratio

method. \.
-pseudo-oPtimiza�ion and Display •.

-Program FIELDSUM.

-Relative field weights can be varied easily to

improve the composite dose distribution. Dose

distributions are displayed using one of three forms

of coloured digital image overlying the input CT

slice.
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The system test results which appear in Chapter 5 suggest that

the method .. equivalent tissue.air ratio correction calculates an

accurate approximation to the actual deposited dose distribution.

It is impossible to infer more than the suggestion of accuracy. AS

mentioned previously, the measured and calculated data were

determined using different eobalt-60 machines, making a rigorous

assessment of the results impossible.

The results of comparisons between correction methods 3 and ....

indicate that method .. is superior. The results of both of the

tests described in Section 5.2.2 Show this to be the ease.' Since·

methods 3 and .. are both based directly on the work of Sontag r 26)

it is possible that the differences between the two methods may

arise from a coding error in the Ontario Cancer Institute routines.

The difference photographs in Section 5.2.3 clearly indicate

that correction methods 0 and 1 are unacceptable for ... calculating

accurate dose distributions. Bowever, correction· method· 2

calculates dOSe distributions with sufficient accuracy for. rough

planning. The savings in cpu time resulting from calculating dose

distributions using correction method 2 rather ·than correction

method .. are very attractive if a large number of fields are to be

considered.

6.2 Conclusion

The system outlined in this thesis fulfills the objective as

stated in the introduction. Given accurate data on the distribution

of dose in a water phantom, the system accurately determines the

dose distribution in a heterogeneous patient irradiated with the
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same size and quality of photon beam.

6.3 Suggestions for Further Work

As has been apparent at several points, fOr proper testing of

the system phantom dose data �or the SCF cobalt-60 machine must be

used. One obvious extension of the current work would be to measure

such data. Measured doses for the phantoms described by Sontag

[26], for which calculated values appear in Figures S-4,5�5,S-6 and

5-7 would make possible quantitative testing of the system.

An ,improvement to the pseudo-optimization procedure would be

the inclusion of the calculation of wedge corrections in program

FIELDSUM. This may increase execution time to an unreasonable

extent since wedge corrections must be calculated for each point in

the dose calculation grid rather than applied to the entire grid,

as field weighting factors are.

Because of the modular form of the programs, 'they are ideally

suited to modification of any single module. In particular a Monte

Carlo method dose calculation would be very useful as a benchmark

for assessing other dose calculation methods. The existing data

acquisition and dose display programs could be used, greatly

reducing the amount of programming required.
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LOOK UP TABLES
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